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PREFACE

The nature of farm management has long been a topic of research.
The disciplines of Farm Management r Accountancy rand Agricul tural
Economics each approach farm management from a distinctive
viewpoint
and
each
devotes
considerable
attention
to
understanding the farm manager.
In the past the AERU has
contributed to this endeavour with reports on specific management
issues and by regularly surveying farmer opinion. As time goes
by r and wi th economic restructuring and drought having major
impacts on farmers, this topic remains an important focus of
attention.
Despite the attention given to the farmer it remains true that
some important aspects of farm management are poorly understood.
The human side to the farm manager often eludes analysis.
In
this report Drs~ Fairweather and Keating address this issue by
examining the subjective aspects of farm management and study a
variety of farm managers in Canterbury.
The report describes
different styles of management and thereby improves our
understanding of the farmer and how and why management varies.

Tony Zwart
DIRECTOR
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SUMMARY

A review of literature on success and goals in farm management
shows that farmers seek to achieve a number of goals and have
different management styles. Since farmers combine both business
and way-of-life goals in complex and personal ways we use methods
which ~ocus on the subjective aspects of the farmer in order to
describe styles of farm management.
The Q method, along with
interview transcripts, provide a detailed account of three
distinctive management styles in a non-random sample of
Canterbury farmers.
The goals of the Dedicated Producer are to be the best farmer,
to achieve top-quality product, and to develop the farm.
Their,
strategy is to work hard, plan carefully, and focus on the farm
itself. The goals of the Flexible Strategist are to achieve a
balance and a decreased workload, to market their farm products
well, and to enjoy their family.
Their strategy is to market
effectively, use information, and keep in touch with off-farm
events.
The goals of the Lifestyler are to have a good
lifestyle, to enjoy their family, and to improve the environment.
Their strategy is to employ family members, cut back when
necessary, and nurture the environment.
The resul ts show that when farmers a;r-e given free rein to
indicate what .goals are important to them, they generate three
distinct styles . of management.
Wi thin each style there are
different ways of achieving goals and different meanings given
to apparently similar goals.
The management styles have some
similarities with the results of other studies but in this study
the types are not described in terms ofa single dimension and
each type contains successful farmers.

(ix)

CRAPTER 1
DIMENSIONS OF FARM MANAGEMENT

1.1

Introduction

This chapter reviews the literature on the goals and success of
farmers, and examines different types of management styles. The
case is made that attention needs to be given to the subjective
features of farm management and how farmers actively integrate
multiple goals in different ways.
1.2

Success and Goals in Management

One measure of success in any undertaking is whether or not goals,
ate achieved.
Goals are ends or states which an individual
desires (Gasson, 1973) and include economic, lifestyle, status,
social, and other components.
It is important to learn what
goals farmers have, for without understanding farmer's goals, we
may be unable to fully understand the styles of management used
by farmers.
Several researchers have identified types of farmers who have
economic and business goals.
Both Olsson (1988) and Salamon
(1987) discuss the entrepreneur whose major goal is to manage and
run a business-oriented enterprise that optimizes financial
returns.
Acc-umu1ators (Pomeroy, 1987) and financial managers
(Fairweather, 1987) are focused on goals of expansion and profit
accumulation, and instrumental farmers
(Gasson,
1973)
on
obtaining income and economic security.
However,
other
researchers suggest that there continues to be another group of
farmers whose major goals include preserving independence, being
,personally fulfilled, and doing work which is valued in its own
'right (Brown and Larson, 1979; Gasson, 1973). It appears that
farmers have a wide variety of goals.
Research conducted by Gasson illustrates the diversity of farmer
goals.
Gasson (1973) described instrumental (income), social
(relationships), expressive (personal fulfilment), and intrinsic
(activity) goals in a pilot study of 134 small farm businesses.
She found that independence was very important.
In a related
study of 99 farmers in East Ang1ia, Gasson (1974) found that
socioeconomic status influenced goals. High-status farmers were
concerned wi th progress, challenge, a}ld the economics of farming,
while medium-status farmers emphasised social values, and 10wstatus farmers valued independence.
Gasson concluded that
orientation to work reflects experience on the job: low-status
farmers may once have valued economic goals but now value
independence to convince themselves they are not failures. The
relationship between goals and achievement suggested by Gasson
is supported by Pemberton and Craddock (1979) in a study of 103
Canadian farmers.
Like Gasson, they found that high income
farmers were more oriented to monetary goals while low income
farmers were oriented to economic survival.
Thus, goals are
varied among farmers and are not necessarily enduring. They may
(1)

(3 )

Table 1
Five Examples of Two General Management Styles

Country
Entrepreneur*

Cautious Strategist

Olsson, 1988

Sweden

Accumulator*

Sufficer

Pomeroy, 1988

N.Z •

Yeoman*

Salamon & DavisBrown, 1986

u.S.

Financial Manager
Individualist Worker
Productivity Increaser Lifestyler

Fairweather, 1987

N.Z.

Extensifier*

Ploeg, 1985

..

Entrepreneur

Intensifier*

Italy

A common theme of all five studies in the left-hand column is
captured by the style which we have labelled 'Entrepreneur'.
Results from all these studies indicate,that these farmers use
advanced management techniques, are flexible and responsive,
spend time planning, are tuned into markets and actively
participate in t}lem, are business-like, likely to borrow, and
likely to invest off-farm. The common theme of all five styles
in the right hand column is captured by the label 'Cautious
Producer'. These farmers are motivated by profit but way-of-life
Qonsiderations are ranked highly.
They are cautious, avoiding
risk and integration into markets and maintain a more selfsufficient operation, seeking production increases via the craft
of husbandry.
The relationship between management style and long-term survival
is indicated by the above authors but not in a uniform way. The
table shows an asterisk next to the style the author considers
most likely to survive an economic downturn. Olsson and Pomeroy
both see the Entrepreneur as best suited to adapting to changes
in primary production. Salamon and Davis-Brown see that cautious
production best sui t~.; economic downturn. Fairweather leave,S open
the issue of which strategy is best for survival, and Ploeg notes
that each strategy can be economically successful.
Thus there
is no consensus on which management style best equips a farmer
to survive an economic downturn.
An important theme in the five studies summarized in Table 1 is
the connection between farming as a business and farming as a way
of life.
While Entrepreneurs tend to act in a business-like
manner, they still attach value t.o the farming life.
Cautious
Producers still have to run a business.
Further, the.busine'ss
versus way-of-life tension is reflected in debates about changes
in farming as societies develop and modernise. A common view is
that family or lifestyle considerations in farming typically have
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to give way to business considerations.
Certainly, Olsson
(1988), Pomeroy (1986), arid Ploeg (1985) note that there is a
growing pressure for farmers to become more businesslike in their
management.
Other researchers note the same pressures on
contemporary farmers."
Whatmore et al.
(1987a:1987b) have
developed a typology of U. K. farms based on degree of integration
into mark~ts. It is likely that those units deeply integrated
into markets have to operate with well-developed business skills.
In addition, the management literature also assumes that farmers'
goals have changed dramatically in the last century (Keating and
Munro, 1991). Traditional goals in farming are seen as primarily
non-economic, wi th emphasis on communi ty involvement, egalitarian
relationships, mu~ual self-help,
and neighbourliness.
In
contrast, the economically proficient farm is seen as the essence
of mOdernity.
Despite the argument that the trend in farming is toward a strong
business orientation, Gasson et al. (1988) emphasises that nearly
all U.K. farms are run as family businesses and that many largerscale family operations have flourished. In this case the family
farm appears to have adapted successfully to changes in the
economy. Extending this view is Hedley (1988) who argues that
farmers in both New Zealand and Canada, while they espouse a
business approach and emphasise economics and science, are
motivated primarily by way-of-life consider,ations. Hedley lived
with farm families and found that the initial explanation of
their management practice was framed in business terms but that
over the time of undertaking ethnographic research, the rationale
changed to emphasise that farming was a way of life.
In this
case farmers not only adapt to the business environment, they are
able to use it to support a way of life.
Clearly, there is
recognition of 'both business and way of life factors in
marlagement styles, but as yet no clear account of how and in what
ways this tension is resolved by farmers.
Within any management style the literature also shows that there
are a number of important dimensions.
These dimensions are
control, risk, and activity. As well, both gender and stage in
life cycle may influence the preferred management style. In the
methods that we will use all these dimensions are incorporated.
Our objective here is to review briefly the relevant literature
and make explicit the dimensions of each item.
Greer (1982) in a detailed study of Oxford farmers found that
farmers adjust orienta~ion to work as they learn the extent to
which they can control farm performance. This finding is similar
to Gasson's (1974) .poi;nt that farmers' goals correspond with the
outcome of their. farming.
An important point is that some
farmers are fatalistic about their farm, are more risk averse,
and have lower aspirations than others. One would expect that
the sense of control a farmer has would manifest in management
style. Thus, the entrepreneur must believe in his own ability
to influence his/her farm. Alternatively, other farmers accept'
the limitations of themselves and their farm, and manage
accordingly. It is this management style that Perrin (1983) hnS
in mind when he advises farmers to farm badly.
According to

"
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Perrin the key is to accept limits because exceeding them will
lead to trouble.
In this view moderate yields, modest
improvements, slow change, and old equipment are the keys to
success.
The perceived degree of control is an important
dimension of ,farm matiagement.
Olsson 'J (1988)
stresses
risk
as
a
key
dimension
for
differentiating ~anagement style. Th~.entrepreneur takes risks
but emerges successfully while the gambler fails and frequently
ends up in serious trouble.
Low risk approaches include the
cautious strategist who is the fundamental agricul tural producer,
and the defensive strategist who would rather wind down the
operation than ,risk anything.
Clearly, attitude to risk is a
major dimension to management style and has a number of
expressions.
In general, we expect farmers to exhibit a range
of responses to the notion of risk.
Bennett (1980) also notes
the importance of' risk in his typology of management styles when
he describes how some farmers are "gamblers".
Risk is an
important dimension of management and is related to the control
dimension. '
Bennett (1980) also finds that level o'f activity is another
important dimension to management style.
Thus., some farmers
actively develop their farms while others sit tight and have low
acti vi ty, either .because they do not need to or because they
believe it is hopeless to try. Again this dimension of activity
is relevant to manage~ent style.
An important influence on management style is the apparent 'change
in the role of farm women. Of relevance here is the recognition
that women have increased their level' of activity in farm
~anagement in recent years.
These changes are occurring in an
occupation in which men have been dominant in the past. The role
of women in farm management is an important issue and must be
included in our study.
Finally, it is likely that age of farmer, or stage in life-cycle,
will influence management style.
Moran (1988) points out that
at different ages there are different levels of equity in the
farm and that under similar circumstances farmers in different
equity situations may respond quite differently. He notes that
farmers with high equity tend to adopt less labour-intensive
systems. In ~ddition, stage in life cycle relates to the issue
of succession, and it is likely that farmers' attitudes to
passing their farm on to the next generation will have a major
influence on farm management.
1.4

Management Style From a Subjective Point of View

The issues underlying the business/way of life theme are not
easily resolved. However, focusing on styles promises to allow
integration of multiple goals. In particular, we need to examine
in detail how and in what ways multiple goals can 'be integrated.
To do this we must recognise that farmers are not passive but
take activ(~ steps to reach their goals and to react to the
pressures on the farm business.
Farmers
st:yle or general
I

(6 )

approach to farm management influences the way in which they run
their businesses.
For example, farmers responses to market
pressure may be to participate in the markets or to try to avoid
them, as Ploeg (1958) found, and these two responses are directly
related to the two general types of management style described
earlier. Research in this area must be oriented to the active
role that~farmers take in forging their own management style and
recognise that a variety of goals can be pursued wi thin a
particular style of management. To date, there has been little
attempt in any study of farmers'
goals
to improve our
understanding of how farmers integrate multiple goals.
In line" with this view is Olsson's (1988) distinction between
normative and subj~ctive success. To the agricultural economist
and the farm management consultant, for example, a successful
farmer is one who achieves selected criteria of economic
performance.
Su.ccessful management occurs when economic and
business goals are achieved. This is normative success because
it is a judgement made by observers who are external to the farm.
Yet farmers also have a set of goals for their own operations and
these mayor may not correspond to the goals of diverse external
experts.
Subjective success (Olsson, 1988) is the achievement
of goals identified by the farmer whatever these may be.
Cary
and Holmes (1982) argue that farmers' management styles reflect
not only adaptation to the economic environment but also the
enduring attempts of individuals to reconcile and satisfy
individually-valued goals. They assume that farming strategies
will always be adjusted to satisfy the personal goals of the farm
operator.
The sUbjective point of view, with its emphasis on farmers'
determination of success in achieving farmer goals, is gaining
support in other research literature. Gladwin (1989) advocates
the development of knowledge about farming systems
from
ethnographic studies of farmers who are acknowledged from the
outset as being experts, regardless of what external judges
think. This approach provides a more valid description than the
traditional normative approach in which the researcher develops
decision criteria and creates a formal, testable model of the
farmers' decision process.
Focusing on the subjective aspects of farmers' decision making
promises to improve our understanding of how farmers reconcile
conflicting goals and create a man(lgement style to achieve what
.is important to them. The subjective response of farmers can be
examined to illustrate their personal style of management,
incorporating the variety of goals they have and what they define
as success.
In this study we adopt this approach and examine
farmers goals from a subjective point of view.
We seek to
describe the distinctive combinations of goals, and how these are
integrated into a distinctive management style, or orientation
to farming.

(7)
1.5

Conclusion

The above review of 1i terature suggests that farmers' managemE'nt
styles can be understood by focusing on the farmer as the expert
on his/her farming goals.
Research on farm management can
usefully expand our knowledge if it focuses on subjecti vi ty.
Often in the past, researchers have developed methods or done
studies which bring to light particular dimensions of management
such as acti vi ty, viability, or risk. Not needed now is yet
another typology. We propose to allow our subjects exposure to
all relevant dimensions of farm management and use a method which
allows the subjects to inform us how and in what ways they
combine different goals. This method is the subject of the next
chapter.

CHAPTER 2
METHOD

2.1

Introduction

In Chapter 1 we reviewed the literature on farmers goals and
styles and made the case for studying the subjective
dimension of farm management.
In this chapter we outline our
choice of the two related methods to examine farmers' management
styles~ The two methods are the Q method, which is a statistical
technique, and a structured interview. The Q method is described
in general terms, and in relation to R methods, before describing
Q sorting.
We emphasise how the Q method allows for the
subjectivity of the subjects to be expressed in the data,
generated by the Q sort,
and we
identify the method's
limi tations.
The chapter describes the origin of the Q sort
statements and the selection of the non-random sample of people
who did the Q sorts.
The general points of the Q method have
been described by one of the authors in an earlier report
(Fairweather, 1990), and the main sources are Stephenson (1975),
Brown (1980), and McKeown and Thomas (1988).
The purpose and
technique of the structured interview are also described.
manage~ent

2.2

Q and R Methods
,

In July 1935 the British factorist Sir Godfrey Thompson advanced
the idea of computing correlations between subjects and not
between test scores, and described the approach as Q in order to
distinguish it .from Pearson's rand R analysis. In August 1935,
in a letter to Nature, William Stephenson described a new
technique of factor analysis in which the scores of subjects were
factored. These two events illustrate parallel developments of
an innovation. The Q method had its origins in the statistical
and factor analysis development of that time.
The Q method involves subjects placing a selection of objects in
a significant order. Typically, statements of opinion are rankordered according to a condition of instruction, such as 'most
agree' to 'most disagree'. The array of statements is a Q Bort.
The Q sorts from several people are correlated and faqtor
analyzed to yield groups of people who have ordered the
statements in a similar way. The order of statements of all the
people loading on a factor is used to produce an array typical
of all
those subjects.
Finally,
each
factor
and
its
corresponding array of statements is examined to advance an
interpretation that is consistent with the array.
The Q method emphasises the concept of 'operant subjectivity'.
This concept entails the assumption that all subjective phenomena
(i.e., what people value or feel about something) are manifest
and reducible to factor structure and that there is no right or
wrong way to sort the statements. The Q sort is an individual's
picture of reality. The Q sort reflects the subject's viewpoint
and indicates what is important to the subject.
The act of Q
(9 )
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selected traits to each other.
The analysis is based on
differences between all subjects for each txai t, and there is no
interaction between subjects. R analysis typically would examine
each trai t or variable and use these data to describe the
subjects or sub-groups in terms of selected traits or variables.
In Q analysis subjects are correlated with each other to produce
factora which link together subjects who have similar scores.
The analysis is based on differences within subjects for each
trait, and there are interactions between traits by virtue of the
subjectivity of the subject.
2.3

Q Sorting

Subjects can rank order statements or objects,
such as·
photographs,
according
to
what
they
like/dislike
or
agree/dh;agree wi th.
Typ:i cally, statement.s are placed in a
number of piles to which a score is given, ranging from negative
to positive. Each pile has a different frequency of statements
so that those at the extreme, with a high score, have few
statements and those in the middle, with a low score, have many
statements.
In this way the Q sort takes the form of a normal
curve.
The normal curve is used only for convenience because
generally there are many statements about which most subjects
have no strong opinion. There is no technical reason for using
the normal curve and the shape of the curve has been found to
have little bearing on the results.
The statements placed in the middle of the distribution receive
a score of zero.
Each Q sort is similar in that a number of
statements have a zero score and are seen by the subjects as
insignificant or irrelevant. Statements at the extremes are then
,measured by their score and are important because they have
~eaning compured to the middle or neutral statements. Thus, all
Q sorts have a common base of a neutral score for neutral
statements.
2.4

Q and Subjectivity

The relationships inherent in a Q sort are a product of the
subject alone.
The meaning of statements derives not from the
individual
appearance of
each statement
but from
their
relationships among each other. Precise meanings and nuances of
statements derive from the position of the statement in the
array.
There are many ways that statement~ can be sorted. For example,
if there are 60 statements in an array of nine piles, with a
minimum number of three and a maximum number of ten pill:!s, there
are 2.28 x 10 75 ways of sorting.
In practice, the factor
analysis produces a limited number of common ways of sorting.
Usually there are between three and seven factors. Not discussed
in this report is the rotation process by which loadings on
factors are refined.
The interpretation of each factor requires the development of an
explanation which must fit the known facts for that factor. In
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particular, attention is given to the relationships between
statements, and the interpretation proceeds by continuously
putting up possible explanations for the factor array until the
best explanation is developed.
In this way Q method integrates
both deductive logic, in the selection of statements, and
inductive logic, in the formulation of plausible explanations.
Most impqrtantly, in developing plausible explanations the
researcher is bringing to light the values of the subjects under
study. Subjectivity, made operant by the Q sort, is the quality
that is the focus of the research.
2.5

Limitations of Q Method

Q method does not provide information on the proportion of types
in the population. Further, it is oriented to psychological and
social psychological phenomena, and not well-suited to social
phenomena, in particular structural and historical processes.
It is well-suited to studies of non-interacting individuals. At
the technical level, sometimes subjects do not form a distinctive
type because their Q sort is idiosyncratic, and sometimes
subjects load on more than one factor because they have nondistinctive Q sorts.
These cases raise the issue of the
distinctiveness of the factors.
Finally, the factor analysis
entails a rotation phase which introduces both advantages and
disadvantages.
Centroid factor solutio~s followed by hand
rotation best fits Stephenson's original use of Q method
(Stricklin, 1987). However, hand rotation allows the researcher
to produce more than one ~inal factor solution, and the different
factor solutions
yield variations in interpretations.
Such
indeterminateness is best handled when the researcher has clear
theoretical hunches to pursue and can therefore justify the
selection of a particular rotation.
"

Despi te these limitations the Q method is well-sui ted to an
examination of the subjective dimension of farm management.
In
particular, it can allow farmers to show us how they rank their
goals, what they define as success, and how they attempt to
combine their goals into management styles.
2.6

Statement and Subject Selection

The Q method uses a sample of 30 to 60 statements selected from
the population of all possible statements. Typically, the sample
of statements is stratified or structured to insure that it
represents all relevant dimensions of
the population of
statements. Relevance is derived from available the~ry about the
subject matter in question. Occasionally, factorial designs are
used.
At the stage of selecting a structured sample of
statements the researcher ~s making explicit his or her
expectations about what is important. Finally, statements which
have maximum diversity are selected and they are expressed ~n
language relevant to the subject.
In this study of farmers' goals and management styles we oHtained
a list of 300 goal and other statements from five sources listed
below in Table 2.

The selection of statements always attempted to cover every
important goal or issue, and we believe that our objective was
met. Evidence in support of this can be seen when our categories
are compared with the list of goals that Gasson (1974) used,'
(Table 4).
There is considerable overlap even though our list
was derived independently of Gasson's study.
The only
differences relate to Gassons's topic of relationship to
employees and this topic did not emerge in the content analysis.
It appears that this issue is or was important in England but not

(15)
in other countries. In the New Zealand context there is less use
of hired farm labour living on farms since the dramatic changes
to primary production in 1984.

TABLE 4
List of Goals and Values Used by Gasson (1974)

Topics in this Study
INSTRUMENTAL
making maximum income
making a satisfactory income
safeguarding income for the future
expanding the business
providing congenial working conditions

Business
Balance
Security
Development

Gaining recognition
Belonging to the farming community
Continuing the family tradition
Working with other members of family
Maintaining good relations with workers

Status
Status
Succession
Balance

SOCIAL

EXPRESSION
Feeling pride of ownership
Gaining self-respect for doing a
worthwhile job
Exercising special abilities and
aptitudes
Meeting a challenge

Debt
Purpose/Challenge
Purpose/Challenge
Purpose/Challenge

INTRINSIC
Enjoyment of farm tasks
Preference for health outdoor farming life
Purposeful activity, value in hard work

Country Living
Country Living
Purpose/Challenge

Independence
Control in a variety of situations

Independence
Risk/Control

Our list covers topics additional to Gasson's list and the 45
statements promise to yield interesting data on farmers' goals
and management styles. While it is important to select and edit
statements, it must be emphasised that the same set of words may
have different meanings for different people, so it is impossible
to achieve perfect 'clarity' with each statement. Tbe ~im is to
provide reasonably clear units of belief with which subjects can
create their own picture of reality, as they see it, using all
45 statements.
It is the relationships between statements and
the relative position of a statement amongst them all, that are
the important structures to subjectivity.

•
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The selection process required considerable revision and pretesting.
It is likely that some of the originality of the
statements was lost in this revision process. However, the pretesting insured that the final set of 45 statements were
meaningful and unambiguous to farmers.
Reducing the number to
45 meant that some good statements were discarded. However, the
longer li 9 t took up to one hour to sort, and was time-consuming
and taxing for some pre-test subjects.
The condition of instruction to all subjects was to sort the
statements into agree, neutral t and disagree piles first.
Subsequently they selected the statements they agreed with the
most t then disagreed with the most etc. Subjects alternated from
agree to disagree to agree t and sorted the 45 statements into the
following distribution:
Disagree
Score
Frequency

Neutral

Agree

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

1

3

4

5

6

7

6

5

4

3

1

Subjects were en~ouragedto change the position of any statement
during the Q sort.
Subject selection with Q' method does not follow standard random
sampling procedur~s. The frequency of different types of people
in the population is not emphasised. Rather, enough people are
used in order to establish a factor t so that when a minimum of
about four people do Q sorts in a similar and distinctive way
th~ir sorts can be expressed as one factor.
Since the full range
of factors is sought it is important to select subjects who are
as diverse as possible.
TypicallYt from 20 to 50 subjects are
used for Q sorting, and by selecting diverse subjects it is
possible to map out the range of distinctive ways that the
statements are given meaning.
To insure a diverse t non-random sample t subjects were selecteq
on the following dimensions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

gender female female)
stage of life cycle (entry, development, exit)
intensity (full time, part-time)
farm type (dairy, sheep-beef, cropping, horticultural.
t

2.7 Structured Interviews
In addition to the Q sort, all subjects provided a structured
interview. The purpose of the interview was to allow subjects
to expand on the statements and provide additional comments on
them.
These interviews provided an addi tional data SE"lt to'
parallel the Q sort data and with which we can insure that our
interpretations of the factors are relevant to what the subjects
were thinking.
The interview is structured in that all subjects were asked to
comment on their Q sorts., Subjects werf.~ asked to bE~gin wi th thE~
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statements with which they very strongly agree or disagree and
to work towards the centre of the distribution.
In the final
phase of the interview, subjects were asked to summarise their
management style.
Interviews

were tape recorded and transcribed.
A content
of
the
transcribed
interviews
was
undertaken
independently of the factor analysis.
Interview data are
presented to add validity to the interpretation of the factor
analysis.
ahalysi~

2.8 Conclusion
In Chapter 2 we describe the Q method and the structured
interview.
Wi th the Q method it is possible to generate
quantitative data and factors that represent subjectivity and
these data can be interpreted along wi th an analysis of interview
transcripts.

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results from the analysis of Q sorts
and th~ analysis of interview transcripts.
We find that both
sources of data support the view that there are three basic
approaches to farm management. Ini tially, the chapter covers the
factor analysis component of the research and describes the
at tributes of the final factor solution.
Then the detailed
descriptions of the factor types are provided, followed by
analysis of interview transcripts.
3.~

A Three Factor Solution and Associated Descriptive Data

The Q sorts from the 50 subjects were entered into a personal
computer programme called p.c.q.
(Stricklin, 1990).
The
programme correlated all Q sorts and produced nine centroid
factors, each wi th an eigenvalue of more than 1.0. These factors
were subjected to Varimix rotation to produce eight rotated
factors accounting for 63 per cent of the total variance. Table
5 shows the number of people loading on each factor.

Table 5
Frequency of Rotated Factor Loadings
Factor
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

H

Confounded sorts
Not significant

Number of Subjects
11
6

10
1
1
2
1
3
35

35

9
6

15

15
50

The significant level was set, at the standard 0.45, and six
subjects did not load significantly on any factor. Another nine
subjects loaded significantly on more than one factor, so these
subjects were notl..1sed to contribute to the data making up the
arrays of statements for the three main factors.
Following
(19)

.
(20)
standard conventions in factor analysis, those factors with only
one significant loading were discarded from the analysis.
Factors F and H, with two and three loadings respectively, were
examined but found to bE~ idiosyncratic and each was lacking in
common themes.
These two minor factors were excluded from
interpretation.
The three major factors were based on 36 (72
percent) 9f the 50 subjects and accounted for 42 per cent of the
total variance.
Table 6 shows the descriptive data for the 50 subjects.

Table 6
Basic Descriptive Data by Factor Type for All Subjects
Factor Type
A
Gender:
l1ale
Fe.ale

1.

B

C Other

Confounded

No Loads

Total

8

3

5

5

5

2

.1

1..

J..

.1

J.

J.

10

8

9

6

28
22
50

11

6

2.

Average Age (Years)·

34

42

44

47

40

41

41

3.

Average Years farlling

11

20

19

26

12

15

17

3
6
1

1
2
1
1

3
1
4
1

2
2
2

3
1
3
1

3
1

4.

'>."

Farll Type:
Sheep/Beef
l1ixed
Horticulture
Dairy
Cropping
Other (e.g. deer/horses)

5.

Average Far. Size (hectares)

6.

Intensity:
Full-tile
Part-tile

7.

Average Number of Children

2

12
15
12
3
2
6

2
1
310

126

108

10
1

4
2

6
4

1.73

2.33

2.80

148

346

117

192

8

8
1

3
3

34
13

3.00

3.00

3.00

2.64

There were 28 men and 22 women, with an average age of 41 years.
Most of the farms were either sheep/beef, mixed (cropping/stock),
or horticulture, while there were few dairy, cropping, or other
farms. The average farm size was 192 hectares. About two-thirds
of the subjects were full-time farmers.
Ages ranged from 24
years to 56 years and there was an even spread among young,
established, and mature farmers. The size of farms ranged from
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1 to 1,907 hectares. The non-random sample is diverse and covers
the full range of dimensions thought to be relevant to farmers'
goals and orientation to farming.
3.3

Factor Interpretations

As outlined in the methods chapter, each factor or type comprises
a number of subjects who sorted the statements in a similar way.
For each factor the computer programme generates an array of
statements that best represents the group of people forming that
factor.
The array matches the distribution of an individual Q
sort. Each statement thus receives a score, ranging from -5 to
+5, fndicating what is salient to each type.
A score of +5
indicates strong agreement,
a score near 0 indicates no'
significant meaning or importance, and a score of -5 indicates
strong disagreement.
3.3.1

Type A: the Dedicated Producer

Type A expresses keen interest in the goal of achieving the best
quality product and strongly disagrees with the idea that there
is no joy in farm work.
This type thrives on farm work and
achieving quality product.
In addition to the goal of quality
product, type A emphasises planning and financial management,
contributing to the farm and achieving something, and the goal
of being the -best farmer he/she can be.
Type A is keen on
producing top-quality product via careful planning and financial
management, and at the personal level needs to contribute to the
farm and achieve. In this way type A can become the best farmer
he/she can.
It follows from such a emphasis on excellence that
this type is not satisfied with the current level of development.
Fe/she is committed to hard work and, compared to the other two
types, finds most joy in farm work.
Finally, type A believes that farm work, decision-making, and
ownership of the business should be shared between both partners.
While all types disagree with statements 26 and 27, type A is
uniformly and strongly in disagreement.
Those in type A value
the combined efforts of the couple in achieving the goals of topquality product and being the best farmer.
Type A personifies the values of quality production~ joy in farm
work, planning, contribution, ambition, development, and equality
(Table 7).
If we look back to Table 6 which gives a basic
description of who has gone into each of the types we see that
type A comprises mostly men, on average younger than all other
types, and nearly all full-time farmers. These values found by
factor analysis are supported by the descriptive data.,

•
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Table 7
Top~ranked

Statements for Type A
Type
A

B

c

18.

My goal is to have the best quality
livestock/fruit/crops.

+5

o

o

15.

Planning and financial management are
the most important parts of running
the farm.

+4

+3

+1

37.

I need to feel that I am contributing
to the farm and achieving something.

+4

+2

+2

39.

I want to be the best farmer I can be.

+4

+2

-2

12.

I am satisfied with the present level
of development on my farm and I do not
intend to develop it further.

-4

-3

-3

26.

Farm couples should not be equal partpers
in farm work and decision-making.

-4

-2

-4

27.

Farm couples should not be legal partners
in the farm business.

-4

-4

-3

33.

Farm work needs to be done but there's
no great joy in it.

-5

-1

-3

Themes:
quality product,
joy in farm work,
contribution, ambition, development, and equality.

planning,

Table 8 shows eight statements which discriminate type A from
types Band C.
Of all types, statement 13 shows that type A
agrees that today's farmer has to accept debt and work with it.
Since type A subjects are younger and keen on production it is
likely that they have debts and see that hard work and producing
good quality product can ultimately overcome debt. Type A wants
to be seen as a good farmer in the community (statement 35).
Presumably, a good farmer is one who achieves. the moretraditional goals of good quality livestock by working hard,
which are type A's main goals, and success with these will be
obvious on the farm and will be visible to the farm community.
Type A is not necessarily showy, but life is centred on the farm
and he/she is aware of and sensitive to community perception.
Type A will make sacrifices today for the future (statement 7),'
fitting with the fact that this type is younger than the others.
Statement 43 shows that type A acknowledges that farmers today

•
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Table 8
Discriminating, Lower-ranked Statements for Type A
A

B

c

13.

Today's farmer has to accept debt and
work with it.

+2

-2

0

35.

I want to be seen as a good farmer in
my community.

+2

0

-1

I will make great sacrifices today in
order to have enough money for a
comfortable retirement.

+1

-1

-3

43.

Farmers today must be sensitive to the
environment by reducing the use of
agricultural chemicals on their farms.

+1

+3

+5

23.

Farmers shouldn't feel obliged to give
their children the opportunity to go
farming.

-1

+3

+1

28.

I like to have an easy-care household
that requires as few hours of work as
possible . .

-1

+1

+1

My goal is to reduce my workload and
improve my quality of life.

-2

+4

o

A good farmer concentrates her/his
energies on the farm and isn't
sidetracked by interests or activities
outside the farm.

-2

-5

-4

7:

2.
29.

Note:
discriminating statements selected for a difference in
score of two points, compared to the other two types, and not
including the top-ranked statements.

must reduce their use of agricultural chemicals. However their
agreement is low especially when compared to types Band c.
Presumably ,type A knows that chemicals are an issue but cannot
contemplate immediate reductions in use because the main goal is
production of top-quality product and, to his/her mind at least,
it is not possible to achieve top production without using
chemicals.
By slightly disagreeing with statement 23 type A is acknowledging
his/her parents' role in helping them into farming, and see that
since this applied to them they should help their children go
farming. Statements 28 and 2 show that type A is not keen on an
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easy-care household or in reducing workload.
These sentiments
fit our interpretation thus far which emphasises that people of
this orientation are keen on hard work and production.
Their
enthusiasm for farm production does not mean that they will take
short-cuts in the household nor will they reduce their workload.
Finally, statement 29 indicates that type A acknowl~dges that
off-farmtinterests are important.
This type does balance farm
and off~farm activities but probably not to the same degree as
the other types.
3.3.2

Type B:

the Flexible Strategist

Table 9'showsthe top-ranked statements for type B. In this case
marketing is given most strong agreement and it is seen as the
key'to the success of the farm.
There is very strong
disagreement with the idea that the good farmer concentrates
her/his energies on the farm and is not sidetracked by off-farm
events. Type B is tuned into the wider context of the farm for
both effective marketing and for pursuing off-far~ activities.
In addition to this external orientation, type B seeks to reduce
workload, and diversify assets while recognising that decisions
affect both farm and family (statements 2, 17, and 20).
There
is strong disagreement with the idea that farmers are at the
mercy of outside forces and that they have to adjust' to the
situation (statement 11).
This disagre,ement links back the
external orientation:
type B chooses to act in response to
his/her environment with understanding rather than fear.
Production, work, and development are not the keys to success as
is the case for, type A, but careful marketing combined wi th
family and lifestyle.
Type B integrates family into the farm
operation by acknowledging that decisions affect both farm and
family. She/he disagrees with the idea that farm tasks must come
before family time (stateme~t 30). As for all main types, type
B emphasises equality and legal partnership in the farm business
(statement 27).
Type B personifies the values of marketing, external orientation,
quality of life, diversification off-farm, family, and equality.
Table 6 shows that type B comprises an equal balance of men and
women, with an average age similar to the overall average. Most
(four out of six) are full-time farmers.
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Table 9
Top-ranked Statements for Type B
Type
A

B

c

3.

Attention to marketing is crucially
important to the success of my farm.

+2

+5

+3

2.

My goal is to reduce my work load and
lmprove the quality of my life.

-2

+4

o

o

+4

o

17 :.

My goal is to diversify my assets by
having on-farm and off-farm investments.

20.

As a farmer I always have to bear in
mind how any decision I make will
affect my farm and my family.

+3

+4

+4

11.

Today's farmer is at the mercy of
outside forces so the best you can
do is to adjust to the situation.

+1

-4

+2

27.

Farm couples should not be legal
partners in the farm business.

-4

-4

-3

30.

Farm tasks. must come before
family time.

-3

-4

-4

29.

A good farmer concentrates her/his
energies on the farm and isn't
sidetracked by interests or
activities outside the farm.

-2

-5

-4

"

Themes:
marketing, external orientation, quality
diversification off farm, family, and equality.

of

life,

Table 10 shows 15 statements which discriminate type B from types
A and C.
Statement 4 confirms type B' s keen interest in
marketing, he)ice the interest in information on which to base
decisions. On the issue of farm inheritance, statements 23 and
22 show that type B is not in favour of helping children go
farming, nor that children should get an equal share of family
assets.
Perhaps type B did not have an assisted beginning in
farming, and his/her external orientation suggests that he/she
may have come from a non-farm background.
Statement '43 shows
that type B is concerned with the environment, more so than type
A, but not as much as type C.
Type B's external orientation
makes him/her aware of environment issues, but the concern is
possibly not a concern for the environment per se but a concern
derived from interest in marketing.
Perhaps type B knows what
consumers want and this makes them sensitive to environmental
awareness.
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Table 10
Discriminating Lower-ranked Statements for Type B
A

B

C

I ne~d

up-to-the minute and reliable information
in order to make informed decisions.

+l

+3

+1

23.

Farmers shouldn't feel obliged to give their
children the opportunity to go farming.

-1

+3

+1

43.

Farmers today must be sensitive to the environment
by reducing the use of agricultural chemicals on
their farms.

+1

+3

+5

39.

I want to be the best farmer I can be.

+4

+2

-2

44.

I want to live near enough to the city to take
advantage of theatres, libraries, shopping,
education etc.

-2

+2

-1

Severely cutting back on personal expenses
to keep the farm going is just not worth it.
I want to live comfortably now.

-3

+1

-1

I won't always be a farmer and I look forward
to a change in activity later in my life.

-3

0

-2

I will make great sacrifices today in prder to
have enough money for a comfortable retirement.

+1

-1

-3

22:

When the time comes I want all my children to
get an equal share of the family assets.

+2

-1

+3

32.

The best part of farming is having your
family working alongside you.

+3

-1

+4

33.

Farm work needs to be done but there's no
great joy in it.

-5

-1

-3

o

-2

0
0

4.

8.

36.

7.

6.

A farmer must maintain control over farm work.
I

run my farm with minimal outside help.

13.

Today's farmer has to accept debt and work
with it.

+2

-2

26.

Farm couples should not be equal partners in
farm work and decision-making.

-4

-2

Being self-employed doesn't really give
me much freedom.

-1

-3

5.

-1

Note: discriminating statements selected for a difference in ~cor~ of two
points, compared~to the other two types, and not including the top-ranked
statements.
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Statement 39 shows that type B is modestly ambitious in being the
best farmer, but the criterion of success is not production of
quality product but effective marketing, for which success
probably is measured in financial and lifestyle terms. Statement
44 confirms the external orientation of type B.
Of all types,
this person wants contact with the city. Statement 8 indicates
that t,ype B will not choose to sacrifice living standards.
Perhaps type B does not have to adopt this survival strategy
because he/she values marketing strategies, or perhaps type B
seeks to maintain a standard of living close to that of non
farmers.
In a similar vein, type B slightly disagrees wi th
statement 7 showing that he/she is not interested in sacrifice.
Type B is ambivalent about being a farmer indefinitely (statement,
3~), while types A and C plan to continue as farmers.
The fact
that type B does not deny the sentiment of statement 36 suggests
that he/she could pursue a different activity later in life.

"

Unlike types A and C, type B is slightly negative about having
family working alongside on the farm (statement 32).
Type B
subjects do have children but it seems that their orientation
is akin to non-farm businesses in which family labour is not
obligatory.
Statement 33 confirms type B' s relative lack of
enthusiasm for farm work.
Types A and C strongly reject that
there is no joy in farm work,
whil,e type B gives slight
disagreement .to this idea.
Disagreement with statement 6
illustrates type B's flexibility and lack of concern over running
the farm with outsidS help.
To type B, using contractors can
make good busin,ess sense and he/she is not worried about managing
hired labour. For type A, having someone else do the farm work
may be a direct threat to achieving the status of being a good
farmer.

Statements 13 and 5 reflect type B's flexibility: he/she seeks
to react to debt, not accept it, and he/she values the freedom
of
self-employment
and
illustrates
many
entrepreneurial
qualities.
Finally, statement 26 shows that type B only
moderately disagrees with the idea that farm couples should not
be partners.
Perhaps this issue is passe to this externallyoriented type, and therefore only generates mild disagreement.
3.3.3

Type C:

the Lifestyler

Table
11
shows
the
top-ranked
statements
for
type
C.
Environmental awareness is of major concern, and type C is keen
on reducing the use of agricultural chemicals on his/her farm.
There is strong disagreement with the idea that working close to
nature is difficul t and unrewarding (statement 34).
Type C
values nature and seeks to promote nature by reducing chemical
use. Statement 42 also receives strong agreement indicating that
type C is doing everything he/she can to be environmentally aware
and conserve the land he/she farms. In addition, type C strongly
agrees that decisions affect both farm and family (statement 43)
and that there is enjoyment in working with family (~tatement
I

32) •
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Table 11
Top-ranked Statements for Type C
A

B

C

43.

Farm~rs

today must be sensitive to
the environment by reducing the use
of agricultural chemicals on their
farms.

+1

+3

+5

20.

As a farmer I always have to bear in
mind how any decision I make will
affect my far~ and my family.

+3

+4

+4

32.

The best part of farming is having
your family working alongside you.

+3

-1

+4

42.

I am doing everything I can to be
environmentally aware and 'conserve
the land I farm.

0

0

+4

26.

Farm couples should not be equal
partners in farm work and decisionmaking.

-4

-2

-4

29.

A good farmer concentrates her/his
energies on the farm and isn't
sidetracked py interests or
activities outside the farm.

-2

-5

-4

30. ....

Farm tasks must come before family time.

-3

-4

-4

34.

Working close to nature is difficult
and unrewarding.

-3

-3

-5

"

Themes:
environment,
orientation.

nature,

family,

equality,

and

external

There is strong disagreement with the idea of not having equali ty
in work and decision-making (statement 26),
concentrating
energies on the farm (statement 29) , and putting farm tasks ahead
of family time (statement 30).
The importance of family and
equality to type C emerges as they did for type B but in this
case having family working alongside is valued.
Type C has an
external orientation like type B and it is possible that in this
case it is motivated by concern about the environment rather than
marketing farm produce. In summary, type C is trying to achieve
a farm operation which has lowered use of chemicals, on which
family and lifestyle can be enjoyed.
Type C personifies the values of environment, nature, family,'
equality, and external orientation.
Table 6 shows that type C
comprises both men and women in equal number, slightly older than
the overall average.
There are four horticulturalists in this
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group, while types A and B had only one in each.
(60 per cent) full-time farmers in this group.

There are six

Table 12 shows 14 statements which discriminate type C from types
A and B.
Statement 21 illustrates type C's family orientation
and indicates that this type probably has members of the family
actively working on the farm.
Statement 31 shows that type C
values the lifestyle component of farming. He/she gives moderate
approval to this idea while types A and B disagree with it. Type
C enjoys family farming because of its lifestyle.
Type C does
not need new equipment to achieve better productivity (statement
40).
While type C agrees with the importance of planning and
financial management (statement 15), these do not attract keen
interest.
Statement 23 shows that type C is not adamant that'
children should be helped to go farming.
Perhaps the id E3 a of
providing opportunities is seen as a imposition on children of
a lifestyle valued by parents.
Lifestyle is a key component of type C's orientation to farming.
For type C, farm work is a stress reliever (statement 45) but for
types A and B it is not.
Similarly, only type C rejects the
ambitious goal of being the best farmer possible (statement 39) .
Further, type C is not farming to make money, as statement 16
indicates.
One would expect type C to perhaps agree with the
sentiment of statement 2 which emphasises reducing workload and
improving quality of life.
However, this statement rec~ives a
neutral score because for type C the reduced workload is not a
goal to be attained but a reali ty now.
Similarly i type C is
ambivalent about reducing debt (statement 13) probably because
he/she does not have a significant debt level, and is free to
enjoy the farming lifestyle.
"

,

.

Statement 8 shows type C Sllghtly disagreeing with the idea of
cutting personal expenses to live comfortably now.
While type
A disagrees because he/she needs to get established and overcome
debts, type C disagrees because cutting expenses is one way of
sustaining his/her valued lifestyle.
Type C does not turn to
production to ease financial pressures, as does type A, and hence
farm work is not considered to be the most important part of
running the farm (statement 19). Finally, type C is not keen on
sacrifice for retirement (statement 7) because retirement implies
a transition from work to the retirement phase. But for type C
farm life is Bnjoyable as it is presently experienced and he/she
sees no benefit' in changing to a different activity in
retirement.
Type C is keen on farm work (statement 33) not
because of its production implication, but because it is an
enjoyable part of the lifestyle.
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Table 12
Discriminating, Lower-ranked Statements for Type C
B

A

C

21.

Pare~ts and children farming together
must develop good working relationships
in order ·to manage the farm well.

+1

0

+3

31.

A lot of people put too much emphasis
on the business end of farming:
it's
a lifestyle as much as a business.

-1

-2

+3

40.

'There's no need to have the latest
gear. Old equipment suits me fine.

o

0

+2

15.

Planning and financial management are the
most important parts of running the farm.

+4

+3

+1

23.

Farmers shouldn't feel obliged to give
.children the opportunity to go farming.

-1

+3

+1

45.

Working on my farm is a great stress
reliever.

-2

-3

+1

2.

My goal is to reduce my workload and
improve my quality of life.

-2

+4

0

Today's farmer has to accept debt and
work with it.

+2

-2

0

Severely cutting back on personal
expenses to keep the farm going is
just not worth it~ I want to live
comfortably now.

-3

+1

-1

19.

Efficient and properly executed farm
work out on the farm is the most
important part of running the farm.

+3

+2

-1

16.

I farm to make money.

+1

+1

-2

39.

I want to be the best farmer I can be.

+4

+2

-2

I will make great sacrifices today in
order to have enough money for a
comfortable retirement.

+1

-1

-3

Farm work needs to be done but there's
no great joy in it.

-5

-3

-3

13.

S:

7.

33.

Note:
discriminating statements selected for a difference in'
score of two points compared with the other two types, and not
including the top-ranked statements.
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3.3.4

Consensus Statements

Table 13 shows the statements receiving a similar score for each
of the three types and these data provide a base to describe
common features to all three types. The data in Table 13 shows
that subjects are very aware that business decisions affect both
farm an~ family.
They agree also that it ~s important to enjoy
farm work.
Three statements (41, 24, and 25) are uniformly of
Ii ttle importance:
having a nice house, making independent
decisions, and not sending children to boarding school. All show
moderate attitudes toward risk (statements 10, 9), but there is
disagreement with the idea of taking risk on things that will
make the most money (statement 10) and with the idea of avoiding
risk (statement 9).
Farmers recognise that their business is
inherently risky and presumably they believe it is futile to
Table 13
Consensus Statements
Type
A

B

C

20.

As a farmer I always have to bear ~n mind
how any decision I make will affect my
farm and my family.

+3

+4

+4

38.

The key t~ enjoying farming is to get a
buzz out of your work.

+2

+2

+2

If you have done well, why not have a
nice house?

o

+1

+1

24.

It is important to be free of parents'
influence and be able to make my own
decisions on the farm.

o

+1

o

25.

There is no need to spend a lot of money
sending children to boarding school.

o

-1

o

10.

I'll take a risk on the things that will
make the most money.

-1

-2

-1

9.

The secret to success is to avoid taking
risk.

-2

-1

-2

12.

I am satisfied with the present level of
my farm and do not ititend to develop it
further.

-4

-4

-3

27.

Farm couples should not be legal partners
in the farm business.

. -4

-4

-3

30.

Farm tasks must come before family time.

-3

-4

-4
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avoid risk .. Stronger disagreement is registered against being
satisfied with the level of development, against not being legal
partners, and against putting farm work ahead of family time.
The top and bottom-ranked consensus statements show that for
these three types there is recognition given to the farm asa
familybu~iness. The other statements show that subjects value
being equal legal partners and that they will work hard to
continue developing their farm, recognising that it is a risky
business.
Little significance is attached to having a nice
house, independence from parents' influence, and the issue of
boarding schools.
3.4

Analysis of Interview Transcripts

The foregoing interpretations have focused on the factor types
and used statements and their scores as the basis of analysis.
In addition to the Q sort, each subject provided an interview,
and these interviews were tape recorded and transcribed. In all
cases the subjects gave some comment or reaction to the strongly
agree and strongly disagree statements.
For the less-eloquent
subjects some of the comments repeated the sentiments of the
statements and did not give any elaboration.
But even this
process was valuable because it confirmed that the statements
were understood and were in the right pl~ce for the subject.
Other subjects spoke eloquently about the statements, giving
elaborate explanations and illustrations to back up the position
of the statement.
A few subjects wove the statements int.o a
seamless speech apout their approach to farming.
The task of examining nearly 200 pages of single-spaced
transcripts is particularly daunting. However, the objective was
noe to undertake a separate analysis of all transcripts but to
use the transcripts to illustrate the main points of the
foregoing interpretations.
To do this only those transcripts
corresponding to subjects who loaded significantly on only type
A, B, or C were used. The group of transcripts for each type was
examined in order to see if obvious themes emerged. This process
was done independently by one author while the other developed
the foregoing interpretations. The following text presents the
results of the transcript analysis and provides, first, a general
goal for the type and then a summary of the central themes that
were present in the transcripts. Each of the main themes is then
illustrated with specific quotes.
The notation indicates the
subject number and gender.
3.4.1

Type A:

Being the Best Farmer I Can Be

The central theme for this type is that of being the best farmer
possible.
Being the best means having good stock and being
financially viable.
It requires a focus on planning, and
sacrificing of time and material possessions in order to have a
better life in the future.
Family time is not taken away from'
the farm but family members are involved in the business . . There
is a high commitment to farming, to farm work, and to the farming
life. Farmers in this category can not imagine doing anything
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other than farming.
Being the best farmer means knowing you have done your best as
well as being seen to be the best.
14M I think it's important to be, as well as to be a good
farmer, to be seen to be one.
27M I wouldn't want people to look over the fence and see
a bad farm.
Number one thing is you want to be
15F That's natural.
the best that you can. And show people that you are going
to be the best.
15F The main thing is to be good at farming.
16M As far as farming goes, I want to be the best I can be
at farming.
30M I think if I just wanted to be an average farmer and
just coast along I wouldn't push myself so hard.
41F
Naturally you want to be the best if you can be.
Second best isn't good enough for me I'm afraid. I'm a bit
of a perfectionist.
44M I think everybody wants to be the best they can be at
what they're doing.
One indication of being the best is to have good quality stock.
1F I started the pigs up with my husband and I'm going to
have the best damned stock I can get.
2M. You've got to have the best. You can always sell good
quality stuff but if you've got rubbish you can't. Even
when times are tough you always get rid of the best quality
stuff.
14M Achieving good stock is a lot more important in terms
of managing the farm well than the fact that I get on well
with my family.
15F To get good stock and improve in cropping.
16M But I want to have people say he's got good sheep. As
long as I'm doing all right that's fine by me. That's all
I want.
I want to have good healthy stock and I want to
look after them. They might look after me hopefully.
46M I like to have top stock and good crops.
16M I want to get the stock better.
I'm not really happy
with the way they are at the moment. I really want to get
on and improve my stock.
Another indication of being the best is to make a reasonable
amount of money. These farmers are in business to make money.
2M Even though we might be living off little income now we
still are farming to make money.
14M To be a good farmer and to make as much money as I can
at the same time.
16M Yeah I just want to make a success of what I'm doing.
that doesn't necessarily mean I want to make thollsands'of
dollars.
27M I farm to make money.
30M
Well that's probably the main thing we're doing
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really.
that's what farming's for in my si tuation.
If
you're not making any money you're not doing well. Well we
all aim to make plenty of money but as long as you get
enough to complete the cycle and start again next year.
44M Not necessarily somethlng that's going to make a great
fortune to retire in town on. But something that's going
to gave us a happy and hopefully secure future.
46M My goals in farming to first of all get things onto a
more secure keel than they have been over the last few
years and hope that there's a bit of financial security for
the farm and family.
14M I've got to make the amount of money to achieve all
these things of reduced workload and quality of life.
Being the best is a long-term goal.
Farmers enjoyed the sense
of achievement in working toward that goal but felt that they
would never be entirely satisfied.
15F Get the most out of the farm that I can. Like do as
many things as I can to improve the farm. I mean we've had
good years and bad years as far as cropping goes.
I want
to get better in that, learn how to improve on things like
that. I think the farm that we've got is big enough at the
moment but basically just to do your very best.
Do the
very best that you can. Get the place as good as I can.
30M
Setting your goals pretty high at my age then it's
going to keep my interest up in the farm.
Something to
work towards because I think a lot of farmers don't set
these goals ..
30M Development is one of the main things.
As a young
fellow I'll keep on working as many hours as I can.
41F Well if you're satisfied with what it is and you don't
intend to develop it any more well you stagnate. You might
as well give up if you've got that attitude I feel.
44M You wouldn't be doing it if you didn't feel you were
achieving something and that you're improving the place.
If it's going down hill you're not achieving anything.
44M
I don't think anybody's satisfied with the level of
development.
16M It is really because I've only been farming here on my
own probably a year.
There's a lot of things to be done
like she I ter.
I want to get a lot more shelter in and
fencing. Just generally get the farm running better.
16M As far as farming goes, I just want to improve the
farm as much as I can. I want to keep up with modern ideas
too.
27M I think achievement is important. that's what I want
to do.
I want to achieve something and see something
growing or see something developing.
Doing something and
doing it well.
27M I think my general approach is that it's helping me
achieve something which I always enjoy doing.
Which is
creating something.
Creating in terms of plan~s and'
growing things.
It's very important.
Having said that
one must be cognisant of the business side of it. And it's
very easy to ignore that if you're a lifest~le person. The
I
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other side of it you might lose your lifestyle which you
want so much.
30M I get a great boost out of breeding my own replacement
hoggets. You lamb them, you rear them, see them do well.
Then they lamb the next year and you get a good percentage.
A sign you are achieving something.
Being the best also requires careful planning.
iF
The planning and financial management they're very
important we've just been taught how to keep books and
.everything for ourselves and we sort of realise now how
important all that really is.
2M
You've always got to be planning ahead and thinking'
what you are doing and looking after your money. Or you'll
go down the gurgler.
16M
You've got to plan about three years ahead really
because of the rotation of crops and stock goes and
everything it's very important that you plan.
While the
financial side's always important because the way money is
you've really got to know what you're spending on before
you can go ahead with what you're going to do.
30M Well you have to have in your mind your year plan.
And you've got to be doing the right things in the right
months.
So that's where the pl'anning comes into it.
Planning 'your work.
44M I've always ,like to know exactly what's going on. It
makes it easier for the decisions that you make because
today it is so important that you do make the right choice.
44M If you haven't got track of what you're planning to do
or how the finances are going you're charging on in the
dark a bit.
A good planner is well organised and business oriented.
41F You've got to plan and be organised or you are in a
complete muddle all the time.
41F One of the things I struggle with most I think is well
organised planning in advance.
Budgeting for the season,
that sort of thing.
46M The days of lifestyle are gone. If it's not run like
a business well you are out.
20M You have to be very well organised so I really think
that's a major part in running your farm.
20M I just think that comes down to being well organised.
Planning also includes financial planning and coping with debt.
Farmers saw themselves as taking only moderate financial risks.
30M The financial thing, well you've got to keep up with
your cash flow.
Well I work to a cash flow budget.
I've
got it up on the wall in the bedroom. I see it when I go
out the door everyday.
And when the bank statement comes
in I can look at that and see oh yes, I'm going alright.
The main things I work on the cashflow, keeping in line
wi th that, sticking to that budget and the planning is
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keeping up to date with the work.
2M I won't risk too much. I won't put everything up just
to be rich.
14M You've got to take some risks otherwise you might as
well put your money in the POSB and not make anything.
30M
You have to have debt and you've got to cope wi th
expenses. Number 1 priority is to keep those debt payments
up and keep that farm running.
Financial sacrifices are seen as necessary in order to become the
best farmer, to have the best farm and to have a secure farming
future.
1F We live off the skin of our teeth at the moment. If I
'wanted to I could dip into the farm account and just get
everything I wanted really but no.
We've got more
important things yet.
I can do it. Make the cuts now so
later on when we're retired I'd like to think I can go out
and get whatever I want at a supermarket or something like
that.
2M Live hard now, get your goals later on.
15F If you don't sacrifice something you're not going to
get anywhere.
14M
I've got to go without things now to be able to
realise the advantage later on.
So I can't spend now.
That would be fatal.
16M We haven't got much money and if I was going to do
that well I wouldn't be in farming long.
If I was just
going to buy· all the flash gear and keep things.
30M Well since I left school my main aim was to save up
enough for my depo~it for my farm so I sort of went without
all these things 11ke stereos, flash cars and all that sort
of thing. And saved my guts out really. Earned as much as
I could and that's now I got in the position I am now.
So
I've always sort of gone without those personal-high
personal expenditures. And probably now that I've got the
farm it hasn't really changed much.
I've still got low
personal expenditure. I'm used to that way and it doesn't
really worry me.
One aspect of this factor is the great love of farming and farm
work and the expectation that they will farm forever. Farm work
is often done to the exclusion of outside activities. The focus
of personal and family activity is on the farm.
2M I don't see farm work as work.
27M I wouldn't be here if I didn't think there was some
joy in it.
30M Farm work is not work. It's so enjoyable I don't feel
I'm working.
2M I think farming is only for people that have got it in
their blood.
They happen to be able to really get out on
the land and get filthy dirty and cold.
Still be aple to'
keep going because I think there's a lot of people who
haven't got that in them.
16M It's good when things go right. It's a real kick when
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things do go right I find.
16M If you're not enjoying your work well you know you're
defeating the whole purpose really. You might as well not
be in the job you're in.
That's really why I stuck that
one quite high.
iF
Well I disagree with I won't be a farmer one day.
That's basically saying I don't care enough about farming
now so one day I'm going to shove it aside and do something
else. That's not me. Oh I can see me going round my pigs
when I'm 90.
20M
I'll still be training horses when I'm 200.
Hopefully. It's what I like doing.
)OM My aim is to farm the rest of my days.
44M I don't plan to do any other activity at this stage.
I've other interests that I'd like to spend more time with
in the future but for now the mainstay will be farmirig.
27M I haven't got any joy in looking forward to not being
a partner. Getting out of it in other words.
30M .Well the farm's got to come first I believe. Like if
I joined a whole lot of organisations and was only home two
days a week thp farm would go backwards pretty quick. It's
alright to do outside things as long as you can keep your
farmwork up.
16M I find that if you stay on your farm you get to the
stage where you get a bit anti-social I suppose.
A bit
stagnant ."
20M Although the farm does take 90 per cent of the time I
think you have fo have outside interests.
Otherwise you
just end up a zombie.
2M I'd probably work on the farm all day rather than going
out and doing something,going to town.
if
Our family time is farm work isn't it.
We take the
kids out on the truck round the lambs as much as possible.
they go down the back with the pigs and everything.
2M It's always nice sometimes you don't have the time to
go out and do family things.
You are able to do things
round the farm instead.
16M It's one of the few jobs that you can actually have
your family working beside you and I find it really
enjoyable taking the kids out with my wife out there.
Respondents placed a high value
partnerships iwith their spouses.

on having working and

legal

iF I'd like to think that I'm on an equal with my husband.
We run the pigs together and we run them he's not allowed
to do anything without me saying, agreeing with it, and I'm
not allowed to do anything.
2M We work at our best together.
2M They should be equal partners and they should be legal
partners as well. If they're going to work together and do
everything together well they should have it legal
together.
.
15F
It's gut to be a joint thing.
If it's not I don't
think it's fair because you're both putting work into it.
Why can't it be half and half.
!
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16M You've got to be 50/50.
It gives your wife a bit of
interest if she's got a stake in it.
Otherwise she just
feels that she's working for you.
20M I think that they should be legal partners.
I feel
very strong about it really. I think like years ago a lot
of the ladies just got pushed in the background didn't
they?
16M If you don't have your wife involved you're just going
to make the job doubly as hard I reckon.
44M
It's both their livelihoods so both of them should
have an equal say.
If they are working together then if
they are both financially involved, legally involved as
well. That's something that's been commented on to me by
having not been married that long that we've both got our
'name on the cheque book.
Somebody commented tha t I was
game. That was from somebody who hadn't had a particularly
successful marriage.
And I thought well I have a lot of
faith that it's going to be more than a six month wonder.
30M Well if you can get your family, wife involved I feel
it's a family thing. You've got unpaid labour there. And
also you've got the support from the family. And you will
aim for the same goals.
44M
I enjoy being on the farm and having the family
involved and see it as a bright future.
,

In summary, the analysis of transcripts
importance given to the following themes:

for

type

A

shows

do your best. and be seen to be the best
good quality stock
reasonable amount'of money
careful planning
well organised and business-oriented
financial planning, coping with debt, and few risks
financial sacrifices
love of work
working and legal relationship with spouse.
These themes were an integral part of the type A interpretations
and so the analysis of transcripts improves the likelihood that
the interpretations are well-founded.
But more than this the
quotes from transcripts adds richness to our understanding of the
type A management style.
3.4.2

Type B:

Finding a Balance

Unlike farmers in type A who were focused on farming and farm
production, respondents in type B were most interested in finding
a balance in their lives.
There were several elements to this
balance:
finding a balance between business and family life r
between time spent on and off farm, between city activities and
country life and finally, between periods in life when the person
was farming and periods when they were' doing other things.
Balancing was undertaken with an understanding that farmlng was
a competitive business which required difficult decisions. Good
financial management and sound business practices were important
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to these farmers as they were to those in type A.
The business is a means to a desirable life with many facets.
37F Well, if your financial management isn't right well
the farm isn't going to make money so you're wasting your
ti~e.
You have to farm to make money because otherwise
today there's not much point in it.
49F I think that we have to see farming in the context now
of our total lifestyle and how we can use farming to get
enjoyment for today but also ensure that we've got long
term satisfaction out of life and that we're planning for
the future.
22M You must derive enough income to sustain your family
and yourself.
22M I think any business if it's worth preserving should
show a good profit.
So I don't think a farmer should
accept a big debt load.
The best balance is achieved by focusing on trends outside the
farm gate.
Far:mers felt that they could influence their own
lives by decisions they made.
49F
The attitude that we're at the mercy of anything
outside is the biggest destroyer of, farming motivation and
it's such.a fallacy because the one thing that farmers have
control of is their attitudes. And if they feel that they
are victims that'is actually going to predetermine their
other management decisions.
10M
You have a bigger influence on what is outside by
doing your best.
Your success or failure depends on you
being as good if not better than your fellow roundabout.
And that has nothing to do with the outside in£luences on
your farm.
They are always the same.
22M It's important to have a broad spectrum of interests
to be a good farmer.
You can't isolate yourself down on
the farm because you'll miss what's going on in the market
place.
Balancing of business and family life meant moderation in effort
put into the business and a willingness to take time for family
activities as a priority.
10M How do you define the best farmer you can be?
Does
that mean you have the prettiest animals or does it mean
you have the fancie~;t or nicest looking crops?
Does it
mean you have the best equipment around the place? Does it
mean you have the best profit margin or does it mean you
have a reasonable profit margin and a nice family
lifestyle? If that's it, then I want to be the best farmer
I can be.
10M
I guess I'm a moderate.
I'm not out on a limb in
terms of new technology. Likewise, I'm probably not out in
all the high risk crops if you like.
I am looking at
surviving first and the profitability second and I guess
this also comes back into the quality of life. You have to
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consider the family side of your life.
I guess that the
balances that come into your resource allocation decisions
of how much time you spend doing what and how much risk you
have. That all comes into it.
47F The importance of family life away from the farm as
well as to get a balance.
22M I think a family comes first before ~he farm. Yet the
farm is a means of income so it's very important to "the
family.
22M You are in control of the whole situation. Sacrifices
should be made for the members of your family and your
friends.
37F
I know farm tasks are important but they shouldn't
come to the detriment of family time.
'47F Any decision you do make does affect the farm in as
far as if Dad wants to stay horne and just milk cows morning
and night he's not going to have time for his family
outside the farm.
47F Even if you give your family ten minutes in the morning
it's not going to change the state of your farm is it. For
example," for a long time my husband did not see the
ch.ildren in the mornings because he was milking.
They
would get up and I would take them to school. And the same
at night time.
We weren't having any meals together
because they were at school for their lunch and for the
evening mea~ he'd be outside.
So we
talked about it and
he decided to come in from milking and take them to school
because no school bus comes past here.
He used to take
them to school and for five or ten minutes he would be
talking with them and have contact and we've done that for
many many years since we started.
47FI think the danger is that the farm can take over and
destroy everything else,. You know, your family life.
49" F
One of the advantages of being a farmer is that
you've got control over your whole day's programme and if
you don't plan in family time then really what are you
doing?
Balancing also included on and off-farm activities.
A shared
goal was that or reducing work to improve quality of life.
Farmers organised their work so that there would be time for
other things.
37F I think everyone's goal should be to reduce their work
load and improve quality of life.
10M Many farmers would use outside contractors.
It's a
matter of efficiencies and labour resources and a whole lot
of other things.
37F
You've got to look at the ways you're running or
managing your farm. Then you don't have to work so hard if
you manage so that other people do the work or get
contractors in etc.
37F It's important to me to have an easy-care household. '
37F No I don't think a farmer should maintain control over
the farm if he can get more efficient outside help.
47F But I also do see farming life as quit~ stressful and
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farmers tend to sometimes take on a work load that
overrides other qualities of life.
If the quality of life
is to be high, outside interests have to be taken up.
37F I think a farmer would be a very boring narrow person
if he didn't have some outside interests.
49F
If somebody just concentrates their energies on the
fqrm they are not only boring but they are not necessarily
the rounded people that you have to be to philosophically
cope with all the challenges that farming brings.
Unlike those in type A, farmers in type B saw farming as one
phase in their lives. They expected to do other things later on,
espe6ially during retirement years.
10M No, I don't intend to be farming when I'm 83. So in
that case I'm going to retire at some stage.
But at some
stage I will be retiring from farming and at that stage
there. will be another activity later in my life.
49F We're not always going to be farmers and we have to
make financial arrangements so that we are going to enjoy
retirement.
Another area of balance was between city and country pursuits and
investments.
22M
I want to live near the ci ty because there are
advantages but the country lifestyle I want to maintain
too.
In fact, I want the best of both worlds. So that's
why I'm close to the main centre for marketing produce and
also for all other facilities that go with city living as
well.
37F To have a balance in your life.
And I like living
where we are because we are close to Christchurch. I can
work and do all those things, go to town.
47F I can see other things outside. My interests are more
in the a.rt world, so T can see another whole world out
there that I want my family and children to experience as
well.
47F
The city offers a different way of life and the
communi ties are now getting so small that they're not
offering that opportunity any more.
1F I think it's good to have off farm investments if you
can as a balance. Especially with what we've been through
in the last 6 years.
47F
I have always tried to have money outside the farm
personally.
47F The~e's many ways you can diversify.
In summary, the analysis of transcripts
importance given to the following themes:

for

type

B

shows

Business is a means to a desirable life with many facet~
Balance is achieved by focusing on trends outside ~he fa~m
gate
Balance of business and family goals
Balance of on and off farm activities
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Farming as one phase in life
Balance between city and country pursuits, and investments
3.4.3

Type C:

Having a Good Lifestyle

In sharp contrast to type A, subjects in type C see farming as
part of ~ country lifestyle.
The country is a good place to
raise children, learn from nature, and be away from the stresses
of city life.
Enjoying farming means enjoying the lifestyle.
7F' It is lifestyle.
Getting something out of· it for
ourselves.
'8M The rural environm~nt gives us quality of life.
8M The good life syndrome as we call it.
11F And for me it's a lifestyle.
It's very dE!fini tely
lifestyle.
12M The lifestyle thing comes first.
19F I'd hate to have any other lifestyle than this.
25F It's a way of life we ~njoy.
25F The thing I enjoy most is the lifestyle.
36M It is a way of life.
12M A lot of people put too much emphasis on the business
end of farming .
It's a lifestyle as, much as a business.
that's definitf::ly our case.
8M Lifestyle, security, superannuation. Subsistenc~,where
if they turn the oil off tomorrow, I won't starve. Neither
will I go cold. I won't go hungry so there's an element of
insurance.
There is also an element of recreation.
Because that's built in.
There's
that element of
achievement.
Space to breathe.
And it's a lifestyle
thing. I don't want to be the richest man in the world, I
just want to be reasonably comfortable and be in a position
where I can provide for my family.
19F Well it definitely is a lifestyle.
It's rewarding in
all sorts of ways really. Just being outside watching the
horses grow and watching the kids play outside and see the
horses.
Also in contrast to those in type A, making money is not an
indication of success for life-style farmers.
Making money lS
a means to an end which is having a good quality of life.
12M A means to an end basically. It's not farming to make
money.
Farming I guess out of necessi ty t.o control the
area of land we have which is a nice place to live.
8M The rural environment gives us a quality of life.
We
didn't come out here to make money so we didn't come out as
business people.
~M
We opt.ed for the less money and to come back here and
go for the lifestyle really.
And we're not. sorry that we
did that. Not sorry at all.
8M
There's no point in being the richest man 'in the
graveyard.
19F Well it is a good life. I mean you'd a~ways like more
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money and to be able to finish everything. But as a lot of
people have said, well if you go into a house that's
completely finished you don't appreciate any of the things
along the way.
21D I think making great sacrifices doesn't set you of~ on
the right foot really. Just for the sake of money, because
Y9u may not live to retire anyway.
36M We wouldn't be here today farming if it was totally
financial.
36M
You've got to feel as though you're achieving
something which is perhaps not so financial.
36M
I would say that if you wanted to make money you
'certainly wouldn't be a farmer.
But as a family unit and
a way of life it's pretty good set-up really most of the
time. Certainly not a good investment financially speaking
in today's situation.
36M My approach is to get on with it and enjoy what we're
doing and if there's a dollar to be made we make it.
If
there's a few losses we've got to get round it somehow and
we try and run the farm in the most efficient manner that
we can stay here as a family unit and carryon.
8M Depends on what you measure success by. I mean if it's
the biggest car and the biggest amount of what I have, then
that doesn't necessarily mean success to me.
But if it's
personal satisfaction with what you, do and what you achieve
and what.you are then maybe that's success.
While farmers in type' A enjoyed their work, many also found it
stressful. Fo~ farmers in type C, farm work is both enjoyable
and a way to reduce stress.
8M
We find that being here alleviates the need for a
holiday because in actual fact for me it is a holiday.
7F It's the type of work that you feel satisfied with at
the end of the day.
7F
His work is mental so when he comes home here it's
physical so it sort of balances itself out.
8M Why should you work 70 hours a week and take risk for
a return if one is able to enjoy a lifestyle.
8M So I like it and that's why it relieves stress for me.
12M
Sure I'd like to reduce my workload and improve my
quality of life but part of the quality of life is doing
this work.
19F Our whole life is what we do.
26M Next year we will be totally all gate selling. And we
enjoy attracting clientele into our shop and presenting our
produce well.
36M If there was no joy in it I wouldn't be here and I
wouldn't carryon because you have to have something you
enjoy doing.
48M Work is a great stress reliever, I believe it is.
48M Well I think if you haven't got job satisfaction then
you know the rest of the things aren't going to 'be
worthwhile.
26M I think if there's no great joy in it I'd be looking
around for some other activity.
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8M I find it is rewarding. I find a joy in it. I like to
lean on the fence and look at my stock and think yes well,
that's good.
I find a joy in that.
llF I have to enjoy what I'm doing or I can't do it. And
mentally switch off if I'm not enjoying what I'm doing and
it becomes a real drudge as I've got older I become aware
of the fact that I'll use any excuse to actually not do
what~I'm doing. And sure I very definitely am not a fan of
housework.
A central concern of lifestyle farmers is that the farming life
be good for their families.
When it comes to a choice, family
comes before farm.
,7F
The whole reason we came out here was the family
lifestyle.
Having the children with you and doing things
with you as a family.
7F
For bringing children up in a
very pleasant
environment.
llF I don't really see farm tasks as coming before family.
Family comes before farming tasks totally.
21F
I think you always have to consider your livelihood
but you haven't got the children around that long and so
you've got to make decisions that do go with the family as
well.
21F I feel ~y family comes first.
25F
Everything we decide on is the family because our
family and business are combined.
Because we run it as a
family business so if the family aren't happy, there's not
much point in it anyhow as far as I'm concerned.
26M I think the greatest joy is being able to do something
that the rest of the family enjoys. They enjoy the way of
life but that's not everything. If we were making a meagre
income we would need to look at what we're doing.
But
making a reasonable income plus the family enjoyment the
two go hand in hand.
36M We are a family unit and to run a farm successfully
the family unit has to fit into the situation well.
My
wife and children all help on the farm.
If it wasn't for
them it wouldn't work in today's financial situation.
48M I think there's times when you have to be careful not
to let your farm dominate too much at the expense of other
things particularly if your family's not totally involved
in the farm.
48M
Because that's what I like doing.
That's my main
interest. You know it's a family thing as well.
48M I'd say that if you aren't able to live with yourself
and your family and enjoy it with the problems that result
from the operation affecting everybody too much then you're
better off out of it.
Farmers in this factor are conscious about the environment and
are actively trying to farm in environmentally friendly ways.
7F You've got to look after the land for it to look after
you.
You've got to put the time into it to get
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satisfaction out of it.
7F You learn from nature. It's very rewarding.
7F
We've got lots and lots of plans.
They don't
necessarily revolve
around farming.
Improving
the
environment yes.
8M
I get satisfaction from work with my hands as well.
Tqis enables me to work with my hands in so many areas.
I
built the house. Everything here I built. In our case we
created an environment. There were no trees, no fences,
nothing.
So that's satisfaction that also returns me
something.
36M
We are certainly becoming more aware of the
~nvironment and chemicals and plastics.
I~'

summary, the analysis of interview transcripts for
shows importance given to the following themes:

t~pe

C

Enjoying farming means enjoying the lifestyle
Money is not an indication of success
Farm work is enjoyable and a reliever of stress
Family comes before farm
Conscious of the environment.
3.5

Conclusion
,

The data presented in this chapter derive from two sources. The
Q sorts and their factor analyses provided data to form the basis
of a description of thre(~ distinct styles of management.
The
interview tran~cripts provided data which confirmed and extended
the three descriptions.
Since much material has been presented
in this chapter we provide a summary of the main points and
provide appropriate labels for each type.
",
Type A values quality product, joy in farm work, planning,
contribution, development, and equality.
This type comprises
mostly younger men who are full-time farmers.
They tend to
accept debt, want to be seen as good farmers, and do not want to
reduce their workload.
They want to do their best, have good
quality stock, make a reasonable return, plan carefully, will
sacrifice and work hard in an equal relationship with their
spouse. Their main goals are to be the best farmer, to achieve
top-quality product, and to develop their farm. Their strategy
is to work hard, plan carefully, and focus on the farm itself.
Their style of management can be described by the label
"Dedicated Producer".
Type B values marketing, diversification off-farm, family, and
equali ty.
This type comprises men and women, including some
part-time farmers. They value decision-making information, they
want to live near to the city, and they are aware of
environmental issues.
They do not intend to be farmers
indefinitely, they do not try and run their farm without outside
help, and they do not want farmily members to feel obliged 'to
work wi th them.
These subjects pursue business to achieve a
desirable life, and they focus on off-farm trends. They balance
business and family goals, on and off-farm activities, and city
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and country pursuits and investments.
Farming is one phase in
their life.
Their main goals are to achieve a balance and a
decreased workload, to market their farm products well, and to
enjoy their family. Their strategy is to market effectively, use
information, and keep in touch with off-farm events. Their style
of management can be
described by the label
"Flexible
StrategisF"·
Type C values. the environment, nature, family, equality, and
external orientation. This type comprises men and women who are
slightly
older
than
the
average,
and
includes
most
horticulturalists. They value working with family, the lifestyle
of farming, and do not require the latest equipment. They see
farming as a stress reliever, they do not need to be a top
farmer.
They are not farming strictly to make money.
These
subjects enjoy the lifestyle of farming where money is not an
indication of success, and farm work is enjoyable and relieves
stress.
Their family comes before the farm and they are
conscious of the environment.
Their main goals are to have a
good lifestyle, to enjoy family, and to improve the environment.
Their strategy is to employ family members, cut back when
necessary, and nurture the environment.
Their style of
management can be described by the label "Lifestyler".
All subjects give recognition and value tO,the farm as a family
business.
T},ey .all value being equal legal partners and they
will work hard to develop their farm, recognising that farming
is a risky business.

CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
4.1

Introduction

This short chapter examines our research results in the light of
other :r:;esearch on farmers goals and argues that the trichotomy
developed here is a better reflection of management styles both
generally and in New Zealand. Attention is given future research
needs.
4.2

General Discussion

The literature review in Chapter 1 noted that farmers have many·
goals and that they have different styles of management.
A
number o~ studies described two main management styles which we
labelled Entrepreneur and Cautious Strategist.
We argued that
it is necessary to focus on management styles because these
reflected a combination of goals. Further, we found that while
the literature recognised the presence of, and tension between,
business and way-of-life goals, there was no account of how
farmers might resolve this tension in distinctive ways.
We
proposed to examine management styles using methods which
responded to how farmers react to their circumstances.
,
It is appropri.ate now to compare the results of this study with
the results of earlier studies, both overseas and in New Zealand.
Olsson (1~88) contrasted the Entrepreneur and the cautious
Strategist.
The Entrepreneur is an economic manager with
clearly-formulated business goals, taking calculated risks based
on carefully-assessed information.'
He has a wide range of
~9ntacts both within and outside his own field of interest. The
Cautious Strategist sees himself as an agricultural producer,
pursuing a way of life with roots in rural areas, and does not
take unnecessary risks. The two types are distinguished in terms
of their attitude to risk.
Neither of these types corresponds
exactly with our types. The Entrepreneur has some similarities
with the Flexible Strategist in that he is not wedded to the
farm.
The Cautious Strategist has some similarities with the
Dedicated Producer in that both identify wi thrural areas and
emphasise production.
But each of our types has important
differences.· Our Flexible Strategist has some Entrepreneurial
qualities but these are balanced by family goals. our Dedicated
Producer does not shy away from risks.
The lack of
correspondence of our results with Olsson's is not surprising
since Olsson's data carne from Swedish farmers and did not include
the breadth of goals in our study.
Despite the difference in
context, some .similarities do occur.
.
Salamon and Davis-Brown (1986) contrast the Entrepreneur and the
Yeoman. The Entrepreneur is the farmer with a well-run business
enterprise who focuses on the challenge and business of farming.
There is little concern with passing on the farm to "the next
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generation, and each' generation is responsible for making its own
way in farming or pursuing education in other occupations.
In
contrast, the Yeoman gives priority to continuing farming and
family ownership of land.
Children are obliged to help ensure
that the farm passes intact to the next generation.
Farms
typically are smaller and all (male) children continue in
farming. ] In essence, these authors partition their dichotomy
mainly on attitude to farmland transfer and do not focus on,the
details of management 'style.
Our results do not partition
according to inter-generational transfer and do focus on
management style.
The Entrepreneur has some similarities with
our Dedicated P.roducer. Both like the challenge of producing and
both se~ their farms as business activities. None of our three
types put heavy emphasis on inter-generational transfer.
-,

Van der Ploeg (1983) links Italian farmers goals to a general
strategy, or logic of operation, which manifest in two different
styles of management.
The extensifier farmer delegates farm
tasks via market relations and organises the farm operation in
respons'e to market prices. This entrepreneur adapts the farm to
the market and' focuses, not just on production but price/cost
ratios, SO that co~t reduction is important.
In contrast, the
intensifier far.mer seeks to minimise dependence on markets and
maximise control over th~ production process. Product price is
relevant, bu.t not highly significant to this type of farmer,
while integrating cycles of production and inputs is highly
significant. Van der Ploeg accounts for contrasting management
styles in which the orientation to the market is the decisive
factor.
Our, results show some parallels.
The extensifier has
some similarities with the Flexible, Strategist in that both
respond to markets and will quickly modify production areas t:o
'suit the market realities. However, it is not correct to see the
in€ensifier as coriesponding with the Dedicated Producer. Both
the Dedicated Producer and the Flexible Strategist are tuned into
markets but to a, different degree.
Further, there is some
similarity between the extensifier and the Lifestyler. aoth are
farm oriented but the intensifier is concerned about production
levels and income in its own right whereas the Lifestyler accords
this a low priority and pursues income for lifestyle purposes.
The New Zealand literature on management styles includes Pomeroy
(1988)
and Fairweather
(1987).
Pomeroy describes
the,
Accumulator.s as an entrepreneur oriented to expansion and profi t,
planning, diversification, and in particular r controlling their
marketing.
In times of downturn they will invest off-farm.
Sufficers were less cost conscious and put social and family
goals ahead of business goals and preferred to avoid risk. This
group is considered by Pomeroy to be less well-equipped to
survive the rigours of falling economic returns. The distinction
in types is hased on the extent of rigorous business practice.
Accumulators have much in common with Flexible Strategists in
that both types are externally-oriented and quickly adjust to
market signals.
But the distinction implies that Accumulators'
do not have, or do not value highly, family goals and on this
point the si~il~rities to the results here do not apply.
The
Flexible Strategist is responsive to markets but is pursuing
(48)
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family goals. The Sufficers are similar to the Lifestylers.
In general, there are some strong similarities between Pomeroy's
types and those found in this study.
The results of this study show some compatibility with
Fairweather (1987) who described farmers as "Financial Managers",
"Productivity
Increasers",
"Individualistic
Workers",
or
"Lifes~yle Farmers". Clearly, there is a correspondence between
the Financial Manager and· the Flexible Strategist.
Both put
emphasis on market signals and adjusting production.
There is
a correspondence between the Producti vi ty Increaser and the
Dedicated Farmer:
both want to increase production per unit
area .'.. There is an obvious similarity in the Lifestyle Farmer.
The earlier study had an additional type in the Individualistic
Worker, and although this type has some common sentiments with
the Dedicated Producer; was not evident in this study.
The above discussion compares management styles in five studies
with the styles found in this study. Two general points can be
made. First, some of the studies use a single criterion (e.g.,
risk, inter-generational transfer,- or orientation to market) to
demarcate their type.
It is unlikely that identical results
would be found since this study avoids using a single dimension.
However, despite the difference in approach there w.;:!re some
resul ts which werE: similar to existing studies.
Further, the
presence of different criteria in the literature vindicate our
use of a wide iange of statements incorporating all criteria and
dimensions. Studies that use a single criterion have a tendency
to emphasise arbitrary distinctions between types. For example,
entrepreneurs are seen as not emphasising family goals and some
opposing type does emphasise family goals.
This conclusion is
likely to be a result of the method rather, than an accurate
Eeflection of farmers' management styles~ we have found that all
farmers value family goals, but they emphasise them, and give
meaning to them, in different ways. It is not us~ful to say that
one type is business-oriented and the other types are not.
As
our results show there are at~least two ways, and possibly three,
of pursuing business goals.
Further, it is possible, but not
demonstrated in the data in this report, that all three types can
have top producers.
Reflection on the field work showed that
farmers with large, modern and well-run fHrms, along with new
homes, occurred in each of the three types.
Describing some
farmers as e~ficient or business-like in contrast to those who
are not, as some in the literature do, obscures how farmers with
family and lifestyle goals can still be top producers.
In our
way of seeing farmers, there are three styles of management, each
of which has successf,ul and less-successful exponents in economic
terms.
A final general point is that some studies of management style
describe one type who is best equipped to survive in the long
run. Our results suggest that more than one management style is
capable of adapting to change and surviving in the long term.
Any of our three types might survive or not depending on the
circumstances.
Both· the Dedicated Producer and the Flexible
Strategist hilve the same goal of making money, which is valued
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equally, but each has distinct ways of achieving this goal. (Even
the Lifestyler type may have a useful strategy for surviving into
the future, because he/she values the environment and may be able
to sell a desirable product.) Although we do not know from our
data how successful each management style is, it is possible that
each is successfu in achieving monetary goals.
In Chapter 1 we argued that because of the complexity of goals
and the presence of business and way-of-life considerations, it
was appropriate to use a method that was sensitive to how the
subjects respond to their situation. This choice of approach was
vindicated by the results because the three types show three
distinct management responses.
Each management style has
distinct goals, distinct strategies, and their own criteria of
assessing (subjective) success. By using a method that allowed
subjects to be experts and portray to the researcher their
approach to farming it was possible to describe three management
styles that accurately represent the farmers' viewpoints.
One advantage of the method is that it allowed for equal input
from both farm men and women.
The results of this study go
further than others in this area because they include the goals
of farm women. The three types each have female constituents and
are not the formulations of men only. Our resul ts show this fact
in the Flexible Strateg::l.st type, on which a number of women
loaded with high. scores. This type illustrates balance between
home and family and on and off-farm activity in ways that must
be typical for many farm women. But this is not just a "women's
type" because men, loaded significantly on the factor too.
Another important element of the results is the finding that for
each type, common words have subtle distinctions in meaning. For
. exil'mple , it is likely that all subjects would say that their
family was important to their farming.
But for the Dedicated
Producer this is more likely to mean the family should be
involved on the farm. For the Flexible Strategist it would mean
enjoying off-farm pursuits with family, and for the Lifestyler,
it would mean working on the farm to enjoy the lifestyle. Hard
work to the Dedicated Producer means 'production-oriented activity
to achieve quality product and status; to the Flexible Strategist
it means careful planning and marketing; to the Lifestyler it
means farm work as an enjoyable pastime.
4.3

Future Research

~here are two main directions for future research.

The first is
to consider the validity of the three types for other areas in
New Zealand.
Q studies using the same 45 statements could be
undertaken in other places where one would expect different
farming styles to exist.
Results would help build confidence
that if similar resul tswere obtained the three management styles
were·fundamental to New Zealand primary production. The second
maindirectiQn is to turn to quantitative survey research and'
assess the relative proportions of the types in the f"arming
population.
The key, contrasting andhigh.....;scoring statements
equId be used to develop instruments for classify~ng people into
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general types.
Such survey research could also collect data on
practices and attitudes not examined in this study in order to
extend our understanding of each type.
For example, data on
financial practices could illustrate how farm business was done,
or data on family goals could show what involvement family
members had in the business and social life of farms.
Further,
farmer~ could be asked for their opinions about management style
in order to see if farmers had a uniform view of the "good"
farmer.
Another area of research is further analyses of the existing data
base.
It would be possible to break our group of respondents
into 'different sub groups to examine, for example, what affect
gender has on management style. In this study both men and women,
constitute each factor or type. It is possible that all men in
one type may emphasise different features of that type and these
distinctions are obscured in the combined factor.
Separate
analyses would show how men and women, while fitting a given
factor, each emphasise different aspects. Finally, it would be
useful to gather further data on the existing subjects in this
study in order to evaluate our suggestion that top farmers occur
in each of the three types.
Interviews could yield data to
describe the farm and farm performance in order to gauge the
performance of the farmer in normative terms.
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APPENDIX 1
ORIGINAL STATEMENTS AND FIRST SELECTION OF STATEMENTS

Notes:

1.

The s ta temen ts marked wi th an as teri sk a t the
bottom of each set are the selected statements.

2.

The number in parenthesis after each statement
indicates its source as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Keating and Little, 1990
Farm Management Group
Fairweather, 1987
Keating, 1989
Themes from literature.

Business Goals
Easy Care Farm
1. Have an 'easy-care' farm.
2. To simplify the farm. (2)

(1)

3. Have a well organized farm so you can take time off.
4. Develop the farm so it runs itself. (1)
5. Not to have to work all the time. (1)
6. To reduce my work load and improve my quality of life.
7. Reduce work load.
8. Some opportunity for leisure.

(1)

(2)

(3)

9. Get out of farming while you're still young enough
to do something else. (1)
10. Retire at 55. (1)
*1.
*2.

My goal is to have an easy care farm that runs itself.
My goal is to reduce my workload and improve my quality of
life.
Marketing

1.
2.
3.

You can exploit the advantages - market your own
products. (4)
,
I have taken steps to control the marketing of my produce
because I want to insure I receive the est possible return
from my produce. (5)
Proper marketing of farm products is important but there is
a limit to the amount of fiddling one can do tQ improve
returns. (5)

(57)

(58)
4.

It is important to pay close at·tention to market prices.
(3 )

5.
6.

*1.
*2.

Farmers do not have a lot of control over input and output
prices, and this is. something that needs to be changed. (5)
Farmers do not .have a lot of control over input and output
price~, so I will try as hard as t 6an to work with the
situation. (5)
It is important to m~ to have as much personal control as
possible over the marketing of my farm produce.
It is imp9~tant to pay closeatteriiion to market prices.

Independence
1.

As a farmer I
businesses. (3)

2.
3.
4.
5.

To enjoy the freedom. of' being self-employed.
Be self employed. (1)
A job as one's own boss. (3)
Be the boss. (1)

6.
7.
8 .~

Run the farm without outside help. (1)
Manage without hired' help. (1)
There are times when it pays to get work done by expert
can tractors. (3)
A farmer must tr:Y to maintain pe.rsonal control over all
work. ( 3)

9.

try

to

minimise, my 'dependence

on

other

(2)

10.
11.

To get a job. (1)
Have your own income.

*1.
*2.

To enjoy the freedom of being self-employed.
A farmer must try t6 maintain control over farm work.
I
try to r~n my far~ with ~inimal outside help.
As a farmer' I try to minimise my dependence on other
businesses.

*3.

(1)

Financial Security
1.
2.
3.

To make ends meet. (1)
Have some money for personal expenditures. (])
To have a comfort~ble life on the fatm. (1)

4.
5.

Have a comfortable life.
To live comfortably. (1)

6.
7.
8.

Accumulate money for the future. {1}
To provide for your retirement. (1)
Have enough mon~y for a comfortable retirement.

(1)

(1)

(59)

9.
10.
11.
12.

To have a comfortable retirement living.

(2)

Farm management group to increase the net worth of the
farm. (2).
A means of accumulating capital. (3)
Like it's important to us that we o~n ou~ land. (Okay so
that would be like a personal indicator of success). Yes,
that's what makes me feel secure anyway.

*1.

An important goal to me is to have enough money for a
comfortable retirement.
*2.~everely 6utting back on personal expen~esto keep the farm
going is just not worth it - we want to live comfortably.
*3: Freehold ownership of land is an important goal.

Risk Control

1.

2.

Taking a business risk is justified so long as you have
thought it through very carefully and have a good business
plan.
I will try something new if it is good ·for my
business. (5)
I sill take a risk if the potential behefit to the farm is
there. There are times when it is necessary to innovate in
order to do welL~ (5)

3.

To protect the farm from financial risk.

4.

You'd have to know whether you're going to make a dollar at
that before you even get into it. (4)
My farm and business is good just the way it is.
The
secret to success is to avoid taking any risk. (5)
You can't always control farm performance so I adapt to the
situation and don't take too many risks. (5)
There is no point in experimenting with every new idea or
taking on new methods if you do not have the experience.
I am an expert in my area and 'a bird in the hand is worth
two in the bush'. (5)

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
*1.

(2)

To survive the long term in farming requires that you keep
control over all of the key factora of production:
land,
labour and capital. (5)
Most of my farming goals I will achieve or have already
achieved. (5)
I can control the performance of my farm and int~nd to do
so to the best of my ability- even if it means taking a
few risks. (5)
Some farming goals are hard to attain ... (5)
I will take a risk if the potential benefit to the farm is
there - there are times when I will take a chance in order
to do well.

(60)
*2.
*3.
*4.

My farming business is good just the way it is - the secret
to success is to avoid taking any risk.
Farm management is really the process of adjusting to many
changing circumstances that are often difficult to control.
A good farm manager has control over his farm and is not at
the mercy of outside forces.
Development Activity

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

It is important to me to increase the size of my farm
opera tion. (3)
Increasing p~oduction on my existing farm area is an
'important goal. (3)
I guess I've enjoyed it an I guess I've seen some progress
as well, farm progress.
It hasn't been a dead end street
where we kind of had to hold our own and stayed dormant for
a period of time but we've seen some progress. (4)
To work hard developing the farm. (2)
Improve the farm. (1)
Hand over farm in better condition than when you got it.
(1)

7.

8.

10.

11.

(Would a balance sheet tell you if a farm was successful?)
Not entirel¥.
No.
I could inherit this whole thing and
have a totally clear balance sheet, but that doesn't mean
that I might not drive it into the ground. (4)
Our farm i~ a marginal unit and there is no point
developing it. (5)
Expanding the farm operation is very important.
I will
look to buying land or a related business or diversify if
I can in order to accumulate profi t and reinvest in the
business. (5)
Our farm is well established now and doesn't need a lot of
new investment to keep it going. (5)
Our farm is established now but we are developing it
further and reinvesting in significant or new activities.
(5)

12.
13.

Diversify. (1)
Our farm is a marginal unit and we are busy diversifying in
order to build up and payoff debts. (5)

*1.

My goal is to hand over the farm in better condition than
when I got it.
It is important to me to keep on developing my farm.
I'm satisfied with the present level of development of my
farm and do not intend to develop it further.
Increasing production on my existing farm area is an
important goal.
It is important to me to increase the size of my farm
operation.

*2.
*3.
*4.

*5.

(61)

Debt
1.
2.
3.

Success is lack of debt or small debt.
To have little or no debt. (4)
Reduce debt.

4.

Eqonomic sufficiency where you don't have an awful lot of
loans. People know if they are paying any amount of debts
they are going to be in big trouble.
They have to be
because there's just not the dollars there to support a big
debt load. (4)
Indicators of success. I guess if you really came down to
-the crunch right now, an indicator of success would be, in
today's agricultural climate a lack of debt.
The people>
that are carrying a debt load, aren't able to maintain
their present or even their past performance, they're just
going down and down and down. (4)
(Well then, let's look at debt as an indicator of success.
Do you feel that a lack of debt indicates success?)
Yes,
defini tely.
Or very small debt.
But anybody that is
currently really in debt is really in trouble.
Because
there certainly isn't the income right now to offset it.
(So in terms of the business, just a lack of debt would be
one sign). Yes, that's one. (4)
Well, it's a pretty good feeling ~hen you can go and buy
sOl!lething. and know you don't owe anything· for it after you
bring it home. (4)
To own land. (1)

5.

6.

7.
8.
*1.

(4)

My goal is to have few debts, and to have my land mortgage
free.
Farm is a Business

1.

Farm income is best improved by decreasing total cost of
production and responding to changed economic conditions .
• (3)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Planning and financial managemen~ are the most significant
parts of running a farm. (3)
Farming is essentially a business operation. (3)
To have a successful business. (1)
Run a good business. (1)
At any time I have a good ide.a of the state of farm. (2)
Successful farming requires clear economic goals, not
merely getting by. (5)
Today's 'farm manager is an entrepreneur wh6 plans,
formulates goals, and runs the farm as a business. (5)
To maximise off-farm assets.

(1)

10.

To have the best quality stock.

11.

To have high quality stock.

(1)

(1)

(62)
12.

Farm income is- b~st improved by improving production per
labour tini t and -by skilful and knowledgeable management.
(3)

13.

Farm income is best obtained by careful production,
coordinating ail tasks, and good management to increase
production.
Production and husbandry are what makes for
successful farming. (5)
~

14.

Efficient and properly executed farm work out on the farm
is the most significant part of running a farm. (3)

15. To "maximise profit per hectare. (1)
16. To have a high net profit. (1)
17 .-To have -a high gross income. (1)
18. To maximise my" disposable income. (1)
19. A s~ur~e of income. (3)
20.
I farm to make money. (1)
*1.

*2.
*3.

*4.
*5.
*6.

*7.

To run the farm as a business, with clear goals, and close
attention to my cash flow position.
~ygoalis to run an efficient farm through sound planning
and financial management.
My goal is to improve farm income by decreasing production
costs and r~sponding to changing economic conditions.
I farm to make money.
My goal is to· diversify my assets by having off-farm
investments.
My goal is t6 have the best quality livestock or plants good husbandry is-the key to business success.
Efficient and pro~erly executed farm work out on the farm
is the most significant part of running the farm.

Family Goals
Illtergenerational Relationships
1.
2.
j.
4.

To have harmoniotis intergenerational relationships.
To h~ve g60d father - son relationship. (1)
Have your own home.
Don't live with in-laws. (1)
Have a good J:;'elattonship with children. (1)

(1)

*1.

Cooperation among family members is an important ingredient
of farm success
·i t is important to build good working
relationships.

(63)

Succession
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12-.
13.
14.
15.

16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
*1.
*2.
*3.
*4.

Have someone in the family on the farm. (1)
To have a child go farming. (1)
Keep the land in the family. (1)
Family continuity on the land. (1)
Fakily continuity of the farm. (1)
Continuity of the farm. (1)
Keep farm in the family. (1)
To have my children take over the farm. (2)
Keep the business in the family. (1)
Keep farm as the family centre. (1)
Not to have children take over the farm. (1)
Take over the family farm. (1)
To have either son or daughter take over the farm. (1)
Have child carryon the farm. (1)
Oldest son to be the farmer. (1)
Have son take over the farm. (1)
Help son get started in farming. (1)
To set children up in farming or something else. (1)
Take over the farm before you get too old. (1)
The farming life for children and grandchildren. (1)
See your son married to someone who will work along with
him. (1)
To have a;l interested children go 'farming. (1)
Less financial pressure on children. (1)
Let son take over the business and don't interfere. (1)
Farming may not be a good career for our sons or daughters,
and if th~ economic downturn continues I would encourage
them to consider alternative careers. (5)
Farming is always
a
career option for our sons or
daughters, regardless of the economic climate. (5)
Give children the opportunity to go farming if they want
to. (1)
Trea t the children fairly. (1)
Be fair to the children. (1)
Be fair to all the children. (1)
To treat everyone fairly. (1)
We want to keep the farm in the family and to pass it on to
the nex~ generation.
To insure children get an equal share of family assets.
To give the children the opportunity to go farming if they
want to.
My goal is to farm as long as I want, and not to have to be
limited by helping a son go farming.

(64)

Independence from Parents
1.
2.
3.

Run the farm differently than your father.
To make the farm their's. (1)
To take on this farm. (1)

4.
5.
6.
7.

Farm without dad. (1)
Be free of dad's influence. (1)
Be free of parent's influence. (1)
Be independent of your parents. (1)

8.

To make the house your own.

*1.
*2.

(1)

(1)

To be free of parents influence and run the farm the way I
want.
To be free of parents influence and change the homestead to
make it my own.

Goals for Children
1.

Education ~r travel are not really all that important when
it comes to running our farm.
Our children know they
always have a place on the farm. (5)

2.
3.

Send childr~n to boarding school. (1)
To educate the children at a good school.

4'\

Do other things before ,going farming. (1)
We encourage our children to go away for education or
travel and then let them decide if they want to continue in
farming. (5)
Have other qualifications in addition to farming. (1)
To have children trained in another occupation. (1)
To have children develop a professional qualification. (1)
To encourage my children to seek alternatives to farming.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(2)

(2 )

10.
11.
12.

Let children decide what they want to do in life.
Have chilqren do what they want. (1)
Encourage children to do anything the want. (1)

13.

Raise children successfully.

*1.
*2.

To educate our children at a good school.
To encourage our children to go away for education or
travel and then let them decide if they want to go farming.
To encourage our children to seek alternatives to farming.

*3.

(1)

(1)

(65)

Role of Farm Men and Women
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Be part of the farm labour force. (1)
For women to do farm work. (1)
To work on the farm. (1)
Be~ involved in farm work.
(1)
Be included in work on the farm. (1)
Be a farm worker. (1)
(Wife) to work on the farm. (1)

8.

Husband and wife share the work on the farm.

9.

Farming today needs both men and women:
each can make a
valuable contribution. (5)
Farming today still is really a man's job: women help but
the responsibilities fallon a man's shoulders. (5)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Have one major decision maker on the farm.
Be involved in farm decisions. (1)
Be part of ·decision making. (1)
Make decisions jointly. (1)
Know how the farm's run. (1)
Take a part in the farm. (1)

17.
18.

To develop something together.
Work closely with your spouse.

19.
20.

To be able. to do more farm work. (1)
Be able to help more on the farm. (1)

~1.

Be a legal partner in the business. (1)
To be an equal working partner. (1)
Make wife a partner. (1)
Become a partner. (1)
To be an active partner. (1)
To be in partnership with husband. (1)
Be a partner in the business. (1)
Keep the household running smoothly. (1)

22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
*1.
*2.
*3.

(1)

(1)

(1)
(1)

My goal is to share farm work and farm decisions with my
spouse.
My goal is to be a legal partner in the farm.
My goal is to achieve a smoothly running household.

(66)
Lifestyle Goals
Outside Interests
1.
2.
3.

Hav~ outside interests.
(1)
Develop interests outside the farm. (1)
Have other interests beside farming. (1)

4.

Have something to fall
farm. (1)

5.
6.
7.
8.

To
'To
To
To

back on if you can't continue to

be involved in lots of activities. (1 )
be involved in community organisations.
have travelled. (1)
enjoy my hobbies. (2)

( 2)

9.
10.
11.
12.

To do things together as a couple. (1)
Communicate, share interests with spouse.
Take time to be with your children. (1)
Spending time with the kids. (4)

*1.
* 2.

To keep and maintain interests outsidfi the farm.
Farming is .one thing, but it is important to spend time
with my family.

(1)

Balance/Lifestyle
1:
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

The economic still has to be given priority. (4)
You have to separate your personal happiness or yourpersonal success from your business success because you
can't go up and down with the farm. (4)
Farming for profit is important but personal satisfaction
and family needs are also important and I farm to both
profi t and lifestyle. (5)
(Would you agree then, that it's a lifestyle kind of thing,
as well as a business, or more so than a business?)
Half
and half.
(Do these things every compete?)
No r I don't
think so. ( 4)
There's different success. Different types of success too,
I guess there's personal success and there's business
success. These two do meet. (4)
It can be your business goal to stay on budget this year
and cut back so much from your loan or whatever.
So you
would make i t a personal budget to stay on budget for
myself for the ho~se, so it would help N so it helps the
farm.
I suppose that's a meeting. (4)
Balancing farm and household needs 1S R constant and
difficult aspect to farming. (5)

(67)
8.

9.

10.
ll.
'.

12.

13,.

14.
15.
16.
,~7

.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

A lot of people put too much emphasis on the business end
of farming, I think.
I think it's a lifestyle, as much as
it is the business.
(You've got to enjoy it?) Yes, either
you are going to be able to maintain the pace or you're
not. (4)My personal success and my family, I guess what it boils
down to
is
more
important
than financial
success,
especially like the decision that I make this spring with
hiring a person, even though it was going to affect in our
cash flow situation.
My health was worth more than the
nice cash flow situation.
My health was worth more than
the nice cash flow this year, really. (4)
~usiness goals take priority over household needs. (5)
You can not be at your goals but still be successful.
I
suppose this farm isn't important enough to mean that I'm
going to let it drive me crazy for one thing.
And that
relates back to taking time off and if I get to the point
where it's going to be more than I can handle, I'm prepared
to make some pretty major adjustments. (4)
I'm not going to wait till I'm retired to enjoy my spare
time either. I've got today and I can do what I want to do
today.
I might not have tomorrow.
So I'm going to enjoy
life now, and even though our farm is a living and a source
of income so that we can enjoy life,' it's not that
important to me that I'm going to let it run my life. (4)
I make money so that I can farm. (5)
Today's farm manager continues to combine family and
business goals to carve out a suitable rural lifestyle. (5 )
Have a good way of life. (1)
To enjoy life. (1)
Have an enjoyable life. (1)
Just being happy with yourself. (4)
(What do you mean) by personal success?
I guess being
happy. (4)
The way I feel is the strongest indicator.
My mental
energy and my physical energy.
Be in farming to enjoy the way of life. (1)
Enjoy farm lifestyle. (1)
Live the farming life. (1)
Farming as a lifestyle. (1)
A way of life. (3)

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Get back to farming to do what you enjoy. (1)
Liking what you ~re doing. (4)
Be happy in what you are doing.
A job that offers fulfilment and/or satisfaction.
There is a lot of, I suppose, job satisfaction with things
that you do.
We made a good living at farming.
We've
certainly done well.
But on the other hand, when you
analyze it, you'd say if you had that kind of money, put it
in the bank and you would have done even
(So what 'is
it then).
I guoss probably lifestyle to a degree.

31.

A means of providing job opportunities for ones family.

(3)

(68)
32.
33.

To work with stock. (2)
Have animals around you.

*1.

A lot of people put two much emphasis on the business end
of farming: it is a lifestyle as much as a business.
Busi~ess goals must take priority over household needs.
It is important to me to enjoy life now: you shouldn't let
your farm. rule your life.
I make money so that I can farm.
Farming can give job satisfaction like no other occupation.
One virtue of farming is that you can have your family
working alongside you.

*2.
*3.
*4.
*5.
*6.

(1)

Country Living
1.
2.
3.

To have space and privacy. (2)
Be out in the fresh air. (1)
An outdoor life close to nature.

4.

I think success for our farm that you can work hard and you
know, spend a lot of hours there, but being successful too
is making sure you take family time. (4)
To work hard on the land. (2)
,
There is a ~on-financial reward in doing farm work well.
(3)
Farm work is essentially a craft. (3)

5.
6.
7.

(3)

8.
9.
10.
11;
12.
13.
14.

To be on the land. (1)
To live in a rural environment. (2)
Live in rural area. (1)
Live in the country. (1)
Live in the country. (1)
Be in the country. (1)
To get back into the country. (1)

15.
16.
17.

To raise my children in the country. (2)
Raise your children in the country. (1)
Have your children around you. (1)

18.

Have the best of both worlds (urban and rural).

*1.
*2.

To enjoy the rewards of doing farm work well.
To live the outdoor life close to nature.

(1)

(69)

Status
1.
2.
3.

To have status in the community.
A standing in the community. (3)
To be accepted in the community.

4.
5.

Establish your identity by being a farmer. (1)
To me, independence is an important aspect of farming.
Recognition and esteem for maintaining a good farming life
is an important aspect of farming. (5)

6.

"I think more personal success or whatever, I mean we have
people that are not necessarily big farmers, or have a lot.
of money or anything that we probably respect their
opinions more than some who look successful. I would'hope
that they don't just look at what you bought and think that
your advice is good. (4)
(You said before that you talked to other people, get
information before you make a decision.
Do people ever
call you and ask for your pearls of wisdom? The last few
years, yes.
(That would be an indicator of success to
you?)
Well, it certainly would be an accomplishment, I
guess. (4)

7.

*1.

(1)
(1)

v

.
It is important to me to be recognised as a good farmer in
my community.

Later Life
1.

To stay within reasonable distance of friends and family.

2.

Be close to children and grandchildren.

(1 )

(1)

3. To stay in the country. (1)
4. -To stay in the homestead. (1)
5. stay on the farm. (1)
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

To continue working. (1)
To be able to farm as long as you want. (1)
Be active as long as you can. (1)
Work into his 80s.
stay fit and be productive until your 80s. (1)
stay fit. (1)

12.
13.
14.

Maintain an active interest in the farm all your life. (1)
Keep an active interest in the farm. (1)
Maintain your interest in the farm even after retirement.

15.
16.
17.

Keep some land to farm after retirement.
stay involved after transfer. (1)
Keep busy in retirement. (1)

(1)

(1)

(70)

*1.
*2.
*3.
*4

To stay on the farm and continue living in the countryside.
To farm as long as I want, and keep active and fit as -long
as I can.
To maintain some interest and involvement in the farm, even
after retirement, and keep active and fit as long as I can.
To stay within reasonable distance of friends and family.

Purpose/Challenge
1. Continue to find new challenge.
2. To have new challenges. (1)
3. ,Be challenged, stimulated. (1)
4. Be challenged.
5.
6.
7.

To be needed, have a purpose.
To feel useful. (1)
To have a purpose. (1)

(1)

(1)

8.
9.
10.
11.

Make a contribution to the farm. (1)
To contribute to the farm. (1)
Be productive, enjoy your work. (1)
To achieve something. (1)

12.
13.

To avoid boredom. (2)
Avoid boredom. (1)

14.
15.
16.

To get a "buzz" out of my work. (2)
Have stimulating activities. (1)
Mental stimulatiori. (1)

17.

To be the best farmer I can be.

18.

Other businesses farm financially would look attractive but
you have that other side of the thing - what are you going
to do with your life. You have to feel that there is some
kind of useful thing to your life and just to bum around,
it's really not all that appealing after you do that for a
few months. (4)

*1.
*2.
*3.

To be challenged and stimulated.
To be needed;
to have a purpose.
To feel like I'm contributing to the farm and achieving
something.
To avoid boredom and get a buzz out of my work.
To be the best farmer I can be.

*4.
*5.

•

(2)

(71)

Modesty/Conspicuous/Aesthetic/Conservation
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

The good farmer accepts his or her limits and the limits of
the farm.
Moderate yields, modest improvements, slow
change and old equipment suit me fine. (5)
(&0 there it is. Okay so you can take a balance sheet and
a string of John Deere equipment and a big house or
whatever, and say that those are all visible indicators.)
I .suppose they are and yet they are probably the least
important thing to us. (4)
I think a lot of people are in big trouble because going
back to the keep up with the neighbour thing, keep up with
the Jones' attitude. (4)
I know some people, that if they don't live in a real nice
house, they feel like they're failures. (4)
I don't think a new house sitting on a place is a sign of
necessarily being successful either. That new house could
have been the mistake that is going to bury the farm too.
( 4)

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

Success is not in appearances.
Can bury too much cash ~n
a car, house. (4)
Just because a neighbour drives a big tractor, doesn't mean
to say it's paid for. (4)
To have the newest/best equipment. (2)
To have a holiday bach and/or boat. (2)
To have a ~arge farm. (2)
(A successful farm doesn't have) a lot of piles and piles
of junk in the yard. We just cleaned ours Up. We knew you
were coming so we cleaned her up. (4)
I think maybe having your farm kept up is another one.
Like not letting things fall into disrepair. Same with the
machinery, more or less keeping your machinery in good
repair type of thing.
I would say those were signs that
your farm is successful. (4)
To have a beautiful farm. (2)

14.
15.

~ 1.
~:2

•

*3.
*4.

Nature conservation is import~nt to me, and rank it
alongside my income goals. (5)
Nature conservation is one thing, but I'll not sacrifice
farm income for it. (5)
The good farmer keeps things in perspective - moderate
yields, modest improvements and old equipment suit. me fine.
If you're successful, why not have a nice house and new
equipment.
Farmers have always been concerned about the environment we don't need outsiders telling us what to do.
I am very concerned about the environment and I ~am d01ng
what I can to improve the situation on my farm.

APPENDIX 2
LIST OF Q SORT STATEMENTS AND SCORES FOR EACH TYPE
TYPE
A

B

C

'1)

BUSINESS

*

easy care

1.

For me in my situation, there is no
such thing as an easy care farm that
runs itself.

3

1

2.

My goal is to reduce my workload and
improve my quality of life.

-2

4

o

5

3

1

3

1

-1

-3

-1

o

-2

0

1

-1

-3

-3

1

-1

* marketing
3.

Attention to marketing is crucially
important to the success of my farm.
There is no point in production
without careful marketing.

4.

I need up-to-the minute and reliable
information in order to make informed
decisions.

*
~5.

6.

independence

Being self-employed doesn't really give
me much freedom.
A farmer must maintain control over farm
work.
I run my farm with minimal outside
help.

*

financial security

7.

I will make great sacrifices today in
order to have enough money for a
comfortable retirement.

8.

Severely cutting back on personal expenses
to keep the farm going is just not worth
it.
I want to live comfortably now.

*
9.

risk/control

The secret to succesS is to "void taking
risks.
(73)

-2

-1 '-2

.
(74)

10.
11.

I'll take a risk on the things that will
make the most money.
Today's farmer is at the mercy of
outside forces so the best you can
do is to adjust to the situation.

-1

-2

-1

1

-4

2

-4

-3

-3

2

-2

a

-1

o

-2

* development
12.

I am satisfied with the present level
of development on my farm and I do not
intend to develop it further.

*

debt

13.

Today's farmer has to arcept debt and
work with it.

14.

Ownership of land is greatly overrated
these days. You don't have to own it to
achieve your farm goals.

*

business

15.

Planning and financial management are
the most important parts of running .
the farm.

4

3

1

16.

I farm to Inake

1

1

--2

17.

My goal is to diversify my assets by
having on-farm and off-farm investments.

o

4

0

18.

My goal is to have the best quality
livestock/fruit/crops. Good husbandry
is the key to business success.

5

o

0

19.

Efficient an~ properly executed farm
work out on the farm is the most
significant part of running the farm.

3

2

-1

20.

As a farmer I always have to bear in
mind how any decision I make will
affect my farm and my family.

3

4

4

monE~Y.

FAMILY

*

intergenerational relations

21.

Parents and children farming together
must develop good working relationshi
in order to manage the farm successfully.

1

0

3

22.

When the time comes I want HI.1 my
children to get an equal share of
the family assets.

2

-1

3

(75)

23.

Farmers shouldn't feel obliged to give
their children the opportunity to go
farming.

*
24.

25.

3

1

o

1

o

o

-1

0

independence from parents

I~

is important to be free of parents'
influence and be able to make my own
decisions for the farm.

*

-1

goals for children

is no need to spend a lot of money
sending children to boarding schools.

~here

26.

Farm couplEs should not be equal partners
in farm work and decision-making.

-4

-2

-4

27.

Farm couples shou~d not be legal partners
in the farm business.

"""4

-4

-3

28.

I like to have an easy-care household

-1

1

1

A good farmer cqncentrates her/his
energies on the farm and isn't
sidetracked by interests or activities
outside the farm.

-2

-5.

-4

Farm tasks must come before
family time.

-3

-4

-4

-1

-2

3

3

-1

4

LIFESTYLE

*
29.

O.

*

outside interests

balance/lifestyle

31.

A lot of people put too much emphasis
on the business end of farming:
it is
a lifestyle as much as a business.

32.

The best part of farming is having
your family working alongside you.

*

country living

33.

Farm work needs to be done but there's
no great joy in it.

-5

-1

-3

34.

Working close to nature is difficult
and unrewarding.

-3

-3

~

2

o

*
35.

status

I want to be seEn as a good farmer in
my community.

-1

(76 )

* later life
36.

I won't always be a farmer and I look
forward to a change in activity later
in my life.

*

-3

o

-2

purpose/challenge
~

37.

I need to feel that I am contributing
to the farm and achieving something.

4

2

2

38.

The key to enjoying farming is to get
a ~buzz" out of your work.

2

2

2

39.

,I want to be the best farmer I can be.

4

2

-2

o

o

2

o

1

1

*

aesthetic/modesty/conspicuous/conservation

40.

There's no need to have the latest
gear. Old equipment suits me fine.

41.

If you have done well, why not have
a nice house?

42.

I am doing everything I can to be
environment~lly aware and conserve
the land I farm.

o

o

4

43.

Farmers today must be sensitive to
the environment by reducing the use
of agricultural chemicals on their
farms.

1

3

5

*

urban/rural

44.

I want to live near enough to the city
to take advantage of theatres, libraries,
shopping, education etc.

-2

2

-1

45.

Working on my farm is a great stress
reliever.

-2

-3

1
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